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I. 
, . ._ 
Mind and Memory: In Pursuit of the Past 
The activities of the unconscious mind, that is to say 
the sleeping mind or the mind at re8t, has long fascinated 
man. In Biblical times those capable of interpreting dreams 
were looked upon as prophets or possessors of divine wisdom. 
Even today in various uncivilized areas tribal leaders go 
into trance• in which all conscious activity is suspended. 
Thei;~ords they express at these· times are ·taken as absolute 
'?•'>';:>· 
truth. Indeed, they feel that .their minds have been freed 
from their .bodies and that their utterances are produced not 
by their own minds but by something far greater which exists 
out$1de of this world. In certain American.Indian tribes 
'"''· dreams. were accepted as the only Divinity and they were exe-
ou~~P .precisely and as soon as posslble.1 Thus among 
primitive or ·superstitious gl·oups the belle!' in the superior-
ity of the unconscious mind has· always been accepted •. , 
Civilized, educated man rejected ,the idea· of there being 
a part of his mind more powerful than 'his own rational intel-
lect. Scientific technology made him even more sureaf his 
ability to solve his problems through· the, use of reason.; He 
accepted the fact that the human being consisted of a physical 
body and an intangible mind, but foI' many year's prior to the 
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nineteenth century the man of science looked upon the 
workings;of the unconscious mind with suspicion and conde-
scension~ Re did not want to liken himself to his uncivilized 
counterpart who lived in·tbe bushes and believed that at 
night his "soul" went out on a hunting trip. 
During the last years.of the nineteenth century a 
physician, Sigmund Freud proposed a rather revolutionary 
theory which caught the attention of his contemporaries. 
Not only is the human being made up of two parts; the 'mind 
and the body, but the mind itself is made up of two parts; 
the·:consoious and the unconscious. Even nx>re radical was 
his~~f:\ssumption that the unconscious part plays the gI'eater 
role in the total life or man;: 
r'The rfiftst of::: these 'i ~lispleas1ng:>propos1 tii!>ns of 
psychoanalysis. is this: that mental processes are 
,essentially unconscious, and that those which a~e 
conscious are merely isol~ted acts and parts of 
the whole psychici\entity •. , - · ·· 
Freud' a studie& of ~he processes and chaI'aoter1st1os or 
the unconscious area of the "1lihd lend t~mselves to a. broader 
interpretation of the great work of Marcel Pttoust, ~. 
Recherche dri Temps Perdu. Freud proposed the manner in 
which a memory ls formed and ho\: 1 t. ls ·able to bring the past 
irito' t"'~ present. He elaborated on t~ power or the n:emnry 
to overcome the natural processes of orange which time.· 
imposes on the physical world. He· recognize.d the power of 
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the dream to reproduce the past with even nx>re force than 
the,rimemory. He saw, however, that the. dream, unlike the 
memory often distorts the past, taking an actual experience 
and disguising it as something else. The sensations that 
accompanied the real experience, however, are reproduced 
accurately in the dream. He theox-ized that stored away in· 
man•s subconscious (the Unconscious) are memories which 
influence his waking actions. Some of these memories are 
"undesirable" or"shameful" and that is why they are dis-
guised. · Nevertheless, they continue to influence his 
actions. The creative ability of the unconscious mind· has 
gone to work on its repressed or hidden contents and ~e-
·v,.t,,.: . 
placed them with symbols. After examining thousands·or 
· dreams, Fr'eud found tha. t too re often than not the symbols 
were consistent from 1nd1vidual,to individual and thEl.t'they 
held the key to the real subject ·or his past exper1en~e. 
Proust, ;born some·.fifteen·years after Freud; was equally 
fascinated witl:l the potential 'or the unoonacious mind.· He 
was obsessed·by the desire to c·ercome the destruotive·foroe 
of: Time and-assure tor himself a place in eternity~ He 
wanted to project himself into.the future by creating a work 
or art, for he believed that Art, alone surpassed Time. 
His work of art would be a novel, but rather than simply 
recounting past experien·ces, ·he .sought ·to: actually bring them 
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to life again by evoking in the reader the same sensations 
he experienced~ Dreama and thoae memories which rise spon-
taneously from.the unconscious (Involuntary Memories) would· 
allow him to.reriover the past~·complete with all its sensa-
. tions. He would tap his unconaci~ua mind and bring forth 
impressions exactly.as they were originally perceived. His 
lif•, his past would be recaptured and revived with.every 
reading or his book. 
Freud asserts th.at beginning 1n childhood the senses .. 
perg,E).1Ve the physical: world and form sense-impressions. The 
: .. ::,.,.".' ~ 
conscious mind records them and the memory retains them. 
Subsequent· impressions· and intellectual. aot1 vi ty dis tort the 
original meaning~ Proust, was equally aware of the accuracy 
of the memory and 1 ts distortion by the intellect. In sleep 
the.conscious intellect is suepended,and is therefore not 
free to repress those impressions which it has rejected. 
·Accumulated impressions are stripped away .. and the. dreamer 
is left. with his or1g1nali most primitive feelings. If tbe 
feelings are of such a nature that. they must be .. disguised in 
symbols, then the symbols must be interpreted in order to 
•arrive at the true meaning of the dream. Unconscious processes 
provide.Freud with a direct route to the concealed contents 
of his patients' minds. Uncon3cious processes provide Proust 
with a direct ~ou te· to his past. The works of these, two men 
parallel one another and make for a significant comparison 
in that they are, both concerned with; 
l.: obtaining the tru1ih thu~ lies burie9 in the 
unconscious mind, (the conscious mind being 
simply a· pre ju diced recorder ,,of isola tod , 
experiences.) 
2. the role .of .. the memory to rec~vcr .the paat. 
3. the ·power of the·· unconscious to au spend 'J;ime 
.. ·and so put death·in·a new perspective. 
4~ the purely creative power .of ·the· unconscious mind. 
S. the symbolic. manner in which .the dream expres~es 
the tl'u the that the con aoioua; mind has· r(• j ec ted • .. 
The difference in their· work· 1.a that v;hile Freud was aeekiqg 
merely .. a· scientific truth, P1•oust was seeking absolute;. 
I 
transcendent Truth. ·In his. puz•suit of the past through 
memories anc '.dreams,. Proust camo to realize that just· as 
the ,dream hid~a the ·true impression ·behind a· symbol,· so· the 
ext~;·rnal world hides the essence .. of its, obje c te in symbolic 
'~-. 
"caa,'.es"-. '..Within each physical object tl;lere lies. an abstract 
i~;[~ ' lde&~·,of that object •. The extraction;._Of'., .the' Idea fI_>om 'rhe 
.•. . 
Obj@,,c,t,is an.entirely.mental proces~ •. T;ie Ol;>ject is physical 
' 
and. is. subject ·to .change •. The· Idea ia mental and',hence 
permane~t •. ,Naturally,· Proust ,prvr'er~ed .. th~ .internal 
1
world: 
. . . . -
ot Ideas to l the external world _.of tz•ansi ~ory objects. Freud 
was the physician while P.t•OtlSt was the meta.physician. 
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In A la Recherohe du Temps Perdu Marcel f 1nda that the 
impressions that he has built up over the years about people 
and places are o onstantly deceiving him. Time changes 
everything. An individual observes an object or takes part 
in an event. He looks ~lth pleasure at a .beautiful young 
girl.or sips a cup of tea in the happy, secure surroundings 
"'!'· 
of childhood. Even within moments the physical chemistry of 
'•'• ,, ... -. 
the g.irl is changing •. Within months or even hours she may 
die. Within a matter of years she will become a wrinkled,' 
old woman. The cup of tea la consumed and disappears. 
There may be other young girls and other cups of tea much 
like the original, but they are r.ot, in fact, the original. 
Tha care1'ree child iwtx> drank the. f 1rst cup of tea changes , 
into a man, and as he does so his. mind accumulates more ex-
periences •. ls, that first young girl actually doomed tc 
oblivion? ·Can the wonderful world of the first cup of tea 
• 
. ~· 
never be recaptured? If we accept the theories of both 
Fr.;.-~d. and Proust, then the answer is yes. What the mind 
has perceived at any given moment makes an impression which 
is absolutely unchangeable• · The· mind may allow the impression 
to slip· from the conscious into the unconscious, but it' re-
mains there, .nevertheless, and. is capable of bringing the 
complete original experience back into the present. 
/ , 
• • • la memoire en introduiaant le passe 
dans le present sans le modifier, tel qu'il 
~tait au moment OU 11 etait le pr6sent, 
aupprime precisement cette grande dimension 
3 du Temps suivent laquelle la vie se realise. 
Sigmund ~reud insisted in the last year of 
the [nineteenth] century that the unconscious 
processes •.•• are indestructible. In the 
unconscious nothing can be broug~t to an 
end, nothing past and forgotten. 
1 
Freud declared that an individual has, in addition to a 
motor system and a sensory system, a perceptual system and 
a memory system. The perceptual system receives excitations 
from the sense organs and forms a mental picture or repre-
sentation of the object that is being presented to the sense 
organs. These mental pictures are preserved as memory traces 
in the memory system. When the memory traces are activated 
the person is said to have a memory image of the object he 
originally perceived. The past is· brought in to the present 
•. ' ' 5 
by me ans of these memory images • 
Freud' a theory of what goes into the unconscious, how 
it is stored, and how it can be "brought back to life again" 
•in its original form provides a scientific foundation for 
Proustts theory of recapturing the past through remembrance •. 
Pro~st, however, make.a a dist i~c t ion· in kinds of memories 
that Freud does oot. Freud says tha.t ·when the memory traces 
'are activated,', the person ha.a a memory image of the object 
8 
he originally perceived. Proust experienced two types of 
:t,;\·, -
memories; the Voluntary and the Involuntary •. The Voluntary 
Memory is able to call at will events and images ·in their 
precise order. But, 1 t is incapable of· conveying the true 
'" ~ 
essencft. It cannot evoke the sensations of, the past. The 
Involum,ai"y Memory, on the ·other hand·,, is the accidental 
recovery of the total sensory experience. 
Our pa st, continues to· live· on in an object,, 
a taste, a smell, --a sensation. If that 
sensation can be revived, the memory [the 
past] will come to life again• . The sensa-
tion· is the raw material for the artist's 
calling. · That which has been trapped in 
the unconscious i a brought- to. the surface, 
the conscious• Uat the recollection or 
the event or experience but all the emotions 
which accompanied it. Time has been re-
gained and conquered necause one whole 
segment of the past has become a section 
of the present.. The artist has gained 
eternity. ·Actual life is not .. to be found 
in a fixed point in tirr~ but ra~her·within 
the artist, within oneself. • • ·• · 
'. .;. ' 
The cup of tea which Marcel assumed had disappeared with 
his childhood provides his first experience with Involu.ntary 
Memory. As an adult he sips another cup of tea and eats a 
'. 
'·,' .. 
·tea cake just as he had done many years before. For no 
·,,!,. 
apparent reason and without any effort on his part, the world 
of his childhood comes flooding back in its entirety. Feelings 
" . ' i ' .. • ... . 
·and emotions that he had thought lost forever return with· such 
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force and so completely that he realizes that the past does 
remain alive and unchanged in the Unconscious. It can only 
rise to the surface, ·however, when the· Conscious mind is · 
inao'tive and the e.A.ternal stimulus needed to evoke' the 
memory is present. In this instance the sensation is the 
taste of tea. He had not·sought out the sensation·in. order 
to retrieve the memory, rather the memory took him by.sµrprise. 
Those for whom the life of the spirit is· 
more important than the life of the external 
world, live with their memories·. ·Those 
memories, even when Time seems to have 
erased them, live on in .Dreams. · .When that 
happens'' those who' think. they have,, for• 
gotten are invaded by the full force of· 
theiI' passions.· · Memory rises ·to the 
surface. 7 
Souvent o•,tait tout simplement pendant 
mon sommeil que; par ces £.!. caeo du rave 
qui tournent d'un seule coup pluaieurs 
pages de la memoire, plusieurs feuillets 
du calendrier me ramenaient, me fai sai t. 
r~trograder ~ une impression douleureuse 
mais ancienne1 qui depuis longtemps avait 
c~de la place a qtautres et qui redevenait 
· pr&sente. (III, 538) 
,j:,At the end or Du Cote de Chez Swann Marcel cl'iea out 
in despair that the reality with which our conscious mind 
must deal (i.e. the physical world) is fugitive and c~.ceitful. 
He has mistakenly tried to recreate the past for himself. 
It is a splendid autumn day and he goes for a walk in the 
Bois de Boulogne. He is aware that he ~as cons~iously sought 
out these physical surroundings in order to reproduce a 
pleasurable experience from his past. As a youth he would 
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come to'watch Odette stroll through the park• How beautiful 
and •'elegant she was.· How happy· he was at. that. time~ And yet, 
he knows that·the beauty of the past is not.fixed:.·within the 
'object. ,:He is aware that the idea of perfection resides 
within himself •. Still, he immerses himself in' the beauty of 
the ;trees in. the· park iri an effort to recapture: a moment ·of 
the ''past. 
L 
' ,' , ' , . 
'exalta.t ion que · j 1 eprouvaia n•.etai t pas. 
oausee que par 1 1 admiration de. 1 1 automne, 
mais par un d'air. Grande,,source d1 une .. 
joie gue l'~me ressent d'abord sans en re-
.oonnaitre la cause, sans comprendre · que . ; .· 
rien au dehors ne la motive ••• (I, 423) 
';. 
Proust floods· the mind with those sensations which would 
arou,se in Marcel the memory of the happy times of his 'youth. 
' ' ' 
'1-'· ·, Ea~h<of the senses is stimulated to produce a "sens~-hmpres-
•. ' '? / ~ 
sion:n; sunlight on· the b~anchea of the trees, a hot reflexion, 
a bq,yguet.of flowers, sparkling humld1ty,green velvet fur. 
"} ~' •', ~·' .> ~· .• 
The 'trees in the park a eem to have been endowed with a 
.. ~ .'. , ' . ·~ .. per~onallty., <trhe reader feels Marcel voluntarily seeking 
·:. ~ f 
the sen&a.t1~ns· which will retriev~ .. the p&st. Suddenly. he is 
( ... : ~~ i" . l :· ; : r 
faced with the' fact that the e'l~ga~t carriages have been 
,., . , ' > ~'J.:~. '.·--:.·: ;·: . + f, ., .. '. : ':"_, 
replaced by 'loud autos and the, graceful ladies are now 
l '·' .J 
.. , . ~; ·,.,,, 
horrible creatures and the lovely Madame Swann is not going 
: .. :: ·.. . ~. ~, · ... ,, .. (: " . : ; , . .. r 
to appear •. Memory at this pottit is painful because 1 t only 
Clf\ • • I i' • "i '< '1 / ,:• , -r~ ~ ' ' ~ "f • .~· 
reinforces the fact that those aspects of the physical world 
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which give us so much pleasure ar~ transitory and cannot be 
b:rought back voluntarily. The "reality" of. the memory is · 
what makes the "reality" of the moment so. cruel and Marcel· 
·cries out in despair: 
La I"~alite que j 1 avais connue n•existait plus ••• 
Les lieux que nous avons connus n'appartiennent 
pas qu•au monde de l'espace otr'nous les s1tuons 
pour plus de facilite. Ils n' etaient qu I une '. ... · 
mince tranche au milieu d 1 1mpressions o6nt1gues 
qui formaient notre vie d 1 alors; le souvenir 
d'une image n'eat que le reg~et d1 un instant; 
et lea maisons, les routes, les avenues, sont 
fugitives, helasi comme les annees. (I, 427) 
He acknowledges 'with grief ~hat we must situate events, ob':' 
jects, placed :1n Space in· o.rder· t:o reckon with them 
:.if; . .:..-', ' . _: . " ':,: ~ -~ 
intellectually. The fact is that these places and e~peri-
. ~ ~ " 
·.,• ~ ; 
·ences (the physical w~rld at the moment of perception) make 
up only a thin slice in the midst of a stream of elusive 
·,\ 
impressions. II • • • those mental processes which are 
conscious are merely isolated acts and parts of the whole 
psyc~lc entity. n8 If that fleeting moment of conscious 
perc~eption makes up only a thin slice, what makes up .the 
rest? It 1s, of course, the Unconscious where the natural 
boundaries of Time and Space are erased. Marcel has just 
. , 
proved what. he comes to understand .fully only at the end of 
. ., . 
the book. ·There are two kinds of realities; that which 
', .; 
exists in the·-external world and is ·perceived by the 
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conscit>us, and, that· which exis.ts in .the mind which is ,no.t 
eqgage,jt .. in active perception, 1.e.,; 1ih~. unconscious., The 
extern~~.world·is made.up of impressions Which vary according 
to the preconceptions of tb.e individual. · 'I:hey, are unreliable 
~ ' . 
and subject to: change, not only.: .from individual to individual 
::· . ' . ' ' : ~ 
but from day to day as Time and.neW·1mpress1ons go to work 
;, . 
on them. Nevertb.eless, behind t~ e~t~rnal appearance of the 
.. 
object being perceived, there .lies an Absolute, unchanging 
Idea ot that Qbject • 
. ;, '. 
From the medley or relative worlds, an 
absolute world emerges • • • Man ·1a the 
victor over Time,· Proust. set fox-th to 
t'ind the.happiness in absolutes. He 
f'inds the ab1olutes that lie outside 
Time itself.~ · 
. It is .t.his Truth, this Essence which Proust is . .'to abstract 
:\.: 
from tJie physical object and preserve in his Unconscious. 
. . i-,l>i.<.\ :'i. " 
Tt:ie pre>oess oti penet.rating the. physical reality to ·extract 
-·; ', 
.. ' :' . - ( ·, .. , 
the essence is; totally mental.; .. Once established in the. 
. ·.·.: . 
. . . 
Unconscious, ·1 t does not change.r find ·1 t never leaves. : lii can 
be. revived by. 'Involuntary Memory; but· not by conscious .mental 
effort. 
Proust was obsessed ;,bj'. the flight or the 
passing moment, by the·perpetual state ·of 
flux of, everything that.makes up ·our en- · 
v1ronment, by the changes.wrought by time 
in oar bodies a·nd· In ol:tr minds ••• All 
human beings, whe.the:r they accept it or 
not,.are ·plunged ·1nto.'the dimension or 
.Time, are carried away by the current of 
the ;moving days., Their whole life is a. 
battle with Time ••• Time destroys not 
only individuals, but societies, worlds, 
empires ••• Proust shows us that the 
·:, • .. --
individual; .plunged in Time dis 1ntegra te s • • • 
Thie ts Jlr-ouet the :realist, the man or 
science who notes. the destruction by Time on 
human beings. But among the various philos-
ophers who, together, make up his personality, 
there is an "Idealist", and 'unwilling meta-
physiciant who refuses to· accept this .notion 
of the total death of his successive selves, 
or the discontinuity of the individual; be-
cause at certain privileged moments, he has 
had an intuition of himself as an absolute 
entity ••• Proust felt that there was 
something permanent,· even eternal in his 
nature when suddenly an insight of the past 
became real to him and he discovered sights 
and feelings which he had thought of as gone 
forever ••• (they] must, obviously, have , 
been preserved somewhere within h1m1 since otherwise, bow could they reappear? 0 
Je m'etais rendu compte que seule la 
perception grossi~re et erronee place 
tout dans l 1 objet quand, tout est dans 
l' esprit ~ • • (III, 912) 
Freud, also, insisted that there are two separate 
. . . 
parts to the mind describing "an actual barrier between 
1) 
the two which suggests a specific topography of' the mind" .11 
He declares that there are precesses of the nature of 
thinking, wishing, and feeling that are bo'th conscious and 
un~onscious.12 He compares the Unconscious system to a 
J, • • 
large ante-room crowded with mental excitations (Proust's 
. . 
memories), and the conscious system to a small recep~ion 
ro.om (Proust's thin s 11ce). Between these two rooms is a 
doorkeeper (Proust's intellectual reasoning). who allows only 
those mental excitations or which he approves to pass into 
the conscious area. Even those that are allowed through 
the door do not necessarily become recognized by the 
Cons'cious •1) ·This concept is the one with which· Proust 
struggles until he finds a way to by-pans the doorkeeper 
and retrieve from his rrnconscioua those precious· memories 
' 
which assure him that the pa' st in not gone .forever. 
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It is clear that for Proust there exist ·not :only .two 
kinds of realities, , but also two specific areas within the 
total mind~ one for ·each reality. The Conscidua deals with 
the physical world i,.rhich is subject to the .ravages of Time. 
It is thus unable ·to perceive the true ,nature of external 
objects~ Tha::unconnoious .deals with the "abstt'act .. Idea or 
the 'essence of. the physical world~ _It holds ·the key to 
infiility because 1 t is free of the natural boundaries of· .. ·. 
Time and Space. Having penetrated t b9 external object and 
extracted itS' essence, the,.Unconscious preserves.it in the 
form of a memory which, 1a· now: able to en~joy an existence 
. if~ .... 
independent. of·. the original: object•; The· unconscious. area, · 
then, is the' ~?rld in whi~h ·Proust chooses.· to work for' it-·· 
is here that ·he will recapture:. the past through d~eams· and 
memories and recreate it in a work of, art which will assure 
his own salvation from· Time. 
;.,; / ,,. 
· Et c' etait peut-etre ausai par le jeu 
formidable qu'il fait avec le Temps que 
' le R~ve m' avai t fas cine; "N• avais..;. je pas 
vu souvent en une nuit, en une minute · 
·' d' une nui t, des temps bien loin to in, 
~ , ~ . , ' 
relegues a oes distances enormes ou nous 
ne pouvons plus rien distinguer des sen-
timents. que nous y eprouvions' fondre a ... 
toute vitesse sur nous, nous aveuglant de 
leur clarte, ••• nous faire revoir· tout 
ce qu•ils avaient contenu pour nous, nous 
donnons l' emotion, le choc, la Olarte de · 
leur voisinage immediat, ~- qui ont :repris, 
une fois qu 1 on est r've1116, .la. distance 
iU'ils avaient miraculeusement franchie, 
juaqu 1 ~ nous .faire croire, a tort d 1 ailleurSj 
iU 1 1ls &talent un des modes pour retrouver 
le Temps per du? {III, 912) 
Just,_aa Proust came to rely on the ·fact that the .im-
pressions fed,.to .him by his senses could be called forth 
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from ,the Unconscious and relived again, .. so also does Freud 
insi,,~.~ .... on a.mind that is "made up of a small conscious part 
which is constantly receiving impressipns and a. larger part 
which is storing them up as memories. He m~kes .the. interest-
·1ng comparison of the Conscious to the tip-of an iceberg 
with the larger part (the Unconscious) existing below the 
" 
surface forming._ the foundation· for the whole. ·It is· this 
"seething subterranean. world" .. o1\.the Unconscious· tha.t holds 
1 ' 
so much potential for .both men and so.;:.t:asoinates them. For 
Freud .its· o.ontenta will re-create experiences i~ orde?t to 
better understand and ultimately ;_alter· personality development. 
. .. 
For Proust its. contents will re..;create exoeriences so as to 
foJ."»m .. a novel. 
A scientific principal involving· the motor, .the ·sensory, 
the perceptual and the memory systems, is an integral part 
16 
of Proust's quest for eternal realities. The memory image 
can and does exist totally independent of the external 
object which caused it to be in the first place. If the 
mind pushes the external object from the Conscious into 
the Unconscious, it may seem to be gone but once the 
sensations that originally surrounded it are evoked, the 
image is brought baok to life again in the conscious mind. 
Freud's concepts of the mind, how it functions, and its 
potential to reveal important truths provide a deeper inter-
pre~ation of Proust's philosophies as expressed in A la 
--
Recherche £.!:!.Temps Perdu. 
1. The mind consists of two separate parts in 
Which tt • • • mental processes are essentially 
unconsoiou s, and • • • those which are conscious 
are merely isolated acts~l4 
2. The unconscious is a vast repository for all 
past experiences. Included with the experiences 
are the accompanying emotions. 
3~ These experiences may be brought into the 
present by the memory, thus erasing the natu~al 
boundaries of Time and Space, the medium in 
which they exist. 
4. The unconscious mind is, therefore, immune to 
the destructive forces of Time. 
17 
II. Memories, Metaphors, and Daydreams: 
Artistic Creation 
. ·• 
Proust probes his unconscious to produce memory images 
which he will record in his book. His object ls to stimulate 
the sensory system of the reader and reproduce in the reader 
his own original sense-impressions. In this way he will 
,11:v 
keep" alive the x-ealities that exist in his mind, for as long 
as there is someone to read them. Marcel, the protagonist, 
is the vehicle Proust uses to reproduce his own mental 
exci~ations 1~ the reader. Marcel protests that Time 
changes everything but Proust affirms the fact that within 
the Unconscio1ls mind nothing changes by re.;.creating his. own 
t•-' 
~~.... '' '····C·, 
life~oomplete with all-its sensations. 
He reveals through Marcel the power of the novel to 
" 
create in the ~ind,of the reader· experiences· which seem more 
'• .. 
reau~than those of the .external world• .. The problem !'acing 
;~'-". 
••' ,... ' 
world the essence of- the experieno~ or. the, object· and 
''. . ' ·,, 
transfer it to the reader •. Through Marcel, Proust explains 
,:·--
the difficulty that his,. thoughts have in penetrating the 
. external object. 
Et ma pensee n'etait-elle.pas aussi oomme 
une autre oreche au fond de laquelle je 
sentaie que je restais enfonoe, mame pour 
regarder ce qui se passait dehora?· Quand 
je voyaio un objet exterieur lu conscience 
que je le voyaia restait entre moi et lui, 
le bordait d~~une mince lisere ·spirituel 
qui m•emp~chait de jamais ·toucher 
directemen t sa matiere • ~- • (I, 84) · 
' ' 
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And yet Marcel knows that the powar of the thought is great 
because when he reads a book, his mind is so overtaken by 
' -. ~ . 
the mental experiences created by the author that he feels 
:< 
the. t< he hae actually experienced the event a which have 
,take~ pl~ce in ~is rnind. So deeply do his thoughts become 
j •• • 
''·_,.: ',-
immersed in the· thoughts of the author that the external 
world aeema· to disappear. 
c•etait lea evenements dramatiques qui 
' survenaient dans le livre ·. que je lisais; 
il est vrai que les personnagea qu 1 ils 
affectaient n 1 etaient pas "reels!', comma 
disait Fran~oise. Mais tous lea sentiments 
qU&•OOUS font eprouve:r la joie OU l'infortune 
d' un personnage· reel n6 se' produisent en nous 
.. ·.que par i• 1ntermed1a1~e dtune 1ma~e de c~tte·· 
,joi() ou do cetto infortune;. 1 1 ingeniosite 
du premier romano1er · oonaista a comprendre 
que da.ns l'appareil .de nos 6motions, l 1 image 
·etant ·le seul element.essent.iel; la sim-
' plifica tion qui c~n.sis terait· il supprimer 
purement et simplemeilt lee· personnages1>reels . 
· ·serait un perfeotionnement· decio1f. Un Stre 
.· reel,, si profondemen t ·qua nous sympathisons .· '; 
avaa lui, pour une grande part est per9u par 
nos. sens; c• est-a-dire nous· reste· opaque, 
offre un poids mort que notre sensibilite ne 
peut·soulever.· Qu 1 ttn malheur le frappe, 
ce n•est qu 1 en une petite partie de la notion 
totale que:noue avons de lui que·nous 
pourrons en 8tre 'mus;- bien, plus, ce 
n•eat qu'en une petite partie de la no-
tion totale q~'il a de so1:qu 1 11 pourra 
l'~tre lu1~m€me. La· trouvaille du · 
romancier a 6te d 1 avo1r l 1 idee~de 
remplacer ces parties impenetrable& a . 
l' ime par·, une quant"i te egale de partio s. 
immaterielles, c 1 est-a-dire que notre ame 
peut s 1 assimiler. (I; 85) : · 
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';The artistic creation. of' Proust ·will be the novel and 
in hJ.s novel he will pass:_ on. the contents of his mind by 
re-c~.eating people as well· as experiences through memories, 
metaphors, and daydreams •. 
Keenly sensitive in nature, his Uncons·cious is filled 
with richly sen.sual memory images. r.r he can tap this source, 
'-... 
. his task will be to translate these images into words that 
. 1 ~ 
. ' ;• 
' ~ . 
·will evoke the same aensations in the reader. He will make 
:. - ·,., .' "' > 
'permanent those sense-impres'cionu which ex1Dt in his mind • 
.f' 1,, ' 
He will distill the experience and extract the esEence in 
: . ,i 
. ' : . . ~ .. 
euch a way that it will be transmitted from his soul or mind 
' ' 
' 
to another •. What Dlattera to Froust is not wha.t becomes of 
. ~ .;; . , I •• ' 
hie body but what becomes of the contents of his mind. His 
~.;.:.·:~· .:'. 
novel represents the process of becoming an artist thr•ough 
the revelations of Harcel• Marcel is aware that the physical 
w~rld is le~s precious than the mental world but he feels 
• !~). • 
. 1nc~p~bl~ oi ~~coming a wr!~er. '" ' 
Car en ce temps-lQ tout ce qui n•etait. 
A pas mo1, la terre et les etres, me , . 
paraissait plus precieux, plus important, 
doue d'une existence plus reelle que cela 
ne para1t aux hommes fa1ts. Et la terre 
et lea itres, je ne les separais pas. (I, 157) 
Je cessais de oroire partages pa~ d1 autres 
~tres 1 de croire vrais en dehors de moi, lea desire que je formals pendant oes 
_promenades· et qui ne se r6a11sa1ent pas. 
Ils m1 appara1ssaient plus que comme les 
cr6at1ons purement subjectives, im; 
pu1ssantes, illusoires de mon temperament. 
Ila n'avaient P.lua de lien avec la nature, 
'aveo'la rfialitl qui d~s lors perdait tout 
charme et toute signification et n'etait 
plus A ma·v1e qu•un cadre ~dnventionnel, 
comme l'eat a la fiction d•un roman le 
wagon sur la banquette duquel .. le·. voyageur: 
le lit p~ur tue~ .le temps. :_ ( :i;, 159) 
•.· ' ·. . . . . -. , ,· 
During his long walks along the paths to Mesegiae, or the 
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even·longer more stimulating walks toward the Guermantes 1 , 
Marcel is keeniy aware of the 'beauty and the strength of 
. . 
the emotions that nature arouses in him. 
. ; 
They stimulate 
his imagination an~ he.fantasizes. a bout the lovely· peasant 
glr1'"''.Who ls· surely waiting for him behind a tree and about 
Madame de Guermantea who has (in his daydream) taken a ~udden 
-;· ... ~ . fancy to him, goes fishing with him, and asks him to read 
f.t;.~ .,....,., . . 
his.poetry\ Unfortunately he has not yet discovered how to 
write or what tow rite about. 
. . ··~ . 
"Et ces raves m•avertissaient 
. . .. ·... . . A ,-· . . . ,,.· . 
que, puisque je ~oulais un jour etre un ecrivain, 11 etait 
temps de savoir ce que je comptais ecrire·.n (I, l72) 
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While he grieves that he hasn't the disposition to be a 
writer, he is piling up in his head richly sensual experi-
ences during his walks. 
Alo~s, bien en dehors de toutes ces pre-
occupations litt~raires et ne s•y rattachant 
en rien, tout un coup un~t61t~ un reflet de 
soleil· sur une pierre, l'odeur d 1 un chemin 
me faisait arr~ter par un pla1s1r partioulier 
qu 1 lls me donnaient, et aus~i paroe qu 1 1ls 
avaient l'air de cacher~ au del~ de oe que je 
voyals, quelque chose qu 1 1ls invltalent ~ 
venir prendre et que malgre mes efforts je 
n1 arriva1s pas.l-d,couvrir. Comme je sentais 
que cela se trouvait en eux, je restais l~, 
immobile, a regarder, a respirer, a taoher 
d'aller avec ma pensee au deta de l'image ou 
de l' odeur • • • je cherchais a les retrouver 
en fermant lea yeux; je m•attaohais a me 
rappelel:' exactemen't la ligne du to it, la 
nuance de la pierre, qui sans que je pusse 
oomprendre pourquo1, m1 ava1ent semble pleines, 
"' ' 1 .... i pretes a s' entre' ouvr r, a me l Vl'e·r ce dont 
elles n•etaient qu•un oouvercle. (I; 178, 179) 
Once. back at hom& from his walk, Marcel discovers to his 
amazement that: what he thought he was unable to do;_ he was 
doing without ·effort• Thinking about something else he finds 
that each sensation that he had collected in his mind 
duri~g his walk comes rising to the surface--long after its 
physical reality is gone (Involuntary Memory)• And finally 
... 
one day he does unlock the cover and extract the secret 
hidden behind·the object. He is riding in a carriage one 
evening to Martinville when he. notices that the two church 
steeples in that village seem to be right beside the one 
in a village quite some distance away. 
En constatant, en notant la forme de-leur 
fleche, le deiplacement de leu·ra lignes, 
l'ensoleillement de leur surface, je sentais 
que je n'allais pas au bout de mon 1mpres-
s1on1 que quelque chose· ~tait de.t'riere oe 
mouvement,·aerriere.cette clarte, quelque · 
chose qu'ils semblaient oontenir et d'rober 
a la fois ••• Sans me dire que oe qui· 
etait cache deI'l'iere le s oloohets de Mar-
,tinville -devait ~tre quelqtie chose 
d'analogue a unejolie phrase, puisque 
o' etait sous la-fo.t'me de mots qui me faisaient 
plaisir~que· oela ~,·,taiti ~~paru ~ •• je 
oompososai malgre les oahots-de la voiture, 
pour soulage.t':ma·consoience et ob~i.t' ~ mon 
."erithousiasme, • • • (I, 18.0-181) · 
Truth begins only: at the moment when the 
writer takes two distin~t objects~ estab-
lishes between them that re la ti on which . 
. in the world of art is analogous to a causal 
?'elation in the world of science, ••• ex-
tracts their,essence by me!'ely bringing 
them into close association through the 
medium of a metaphor,, and thus rescues them 
.from' the contingencies of time • · • .15 
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At this point Marcel is still a youth and has many more ex-
periences to gather but he knows th.at he can discover the 
esserttial elements of the physical world1, extract their 
. .~; ; -, . . ~ ' .. . 
essegce, and :re•create them in such a. form that they can be 
expel!,ienced by another mind. 
~:;y~ ~~ditl~n to !:tis memories and the metaphors he will 
use b-1>'· ?teprod~ce his senee-1moressions.., .. Proust takes advantaae 
~;'.<- ·'ift;\. 
of the "day~d~eam". 
No experience or hallucination takes place 
1ri them, we simply imagine something; we 
recognize that they are the work of fantasy1 
that we are not seeing but thinking ••• 
The content of these phantasies is dic-
tated by a very transparent motivation. 
They a re scenes and events which gratify 
.:either the egoistic cravings of· ambition 
or thirst for power, or the erotic desires 
of the subject. In young men ambitious 
phantasies predominate; ••• all heroic 
deeds and successes are really only in- . 
tended to win the admiration and favor of 
woman. • •• They march with the times;· 
and they receive as it were "date-stamps" 
upon them which show the influence of .new 
situations •. They form the raw material of 
poetic production: for the writer by 
transforming, disguising, or curtailing 
them creates out of his day-dz•eams the 
situations which be embodies in his stories, 
novels,· and dramas. The hero or the day-
,dream is, however, always tbe .'.Subject 
. himself, either directly imagined in the 
:part or tranap~rently identified with 
someone else.lb 
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Thus·the yat:ins Marcel's thoughts of the erotic pleasures 
'. 
that.,.he might experience with a peasant girl or of the heroic 
?·./:.. .···, l 
deeds that he might perform for a princess are pure fantasy. 
' 
" He would stammer in embarrassment should a peasant girl 
•. ·~ - ,. • r. .,r ~', ~ 
• ' ' .' .e • 
really appeart He has transformed Madame de Guermantes into 
. ~,,,,: ,; ... :,,,,, ; .. 
a·rair maiden from out of the medieval past where knights 
~:.·· ;;; '. . t ,. ~ • • . ~ • • ,, ,' ~· •• : • • 
.• in shining armor are supposed to woo fair ladies by reading 
poetry to them • 
. ~1·--:.· • : ~--
: · · · ·.In a similar manner Marcel Proust .fantasizes about 
; himself, transforming and.
1
only faintly disguising himself 
. . ' '\ .~ ; 
•as Marcel, who does indeed, break.into Parisian society, 
·indulge in only heterosexual affairs, and relates to people 
in the normal way ~hat Proust, himself, was never able to. 
. III~ -Sleeping and Reawakening: Death: and Rebirth. 
) -·~. ~ ; ; 
It is always daybreak. Suspended bctwe~n first and 
second-coming; ••• between sleeping and .·waking •. ,. 
,;,The authentic psychoanalytical epiphany - do I wake 
;or sleep? '.: ' •'' 
·,,· 
1._,,,_ . ·--~N .o. Brown 
:~If the waking mind is able to reoeive impressions and 
""'~~'¥:.:... .. , .. ' . .. '.:.' .·:._. ;~; .. ' f • I.. 
then'revive them through Involuntary Memory, ~hat poss1b111-
~· "~ 1~\-, .. ~.\ .. ~;.,:r:._.- .... ~ ;.·· 
ties~._can the sleeping mind hold? What is the nature of the 
. ! . ·' ,. • ~ . 
sleeping mind 'where mental life continues in 'the form of ·-· 
dre~~~?· · Both:•Freud and Proust plac~ ·g~o~t emphasis ~.n. ~he 
. ., .. . . : .. 
potentlal or' ~leep, Freud from a 'physiological point of 
view (the co'~~ltion necessary to refresh and rest~re both 
''· 
. . '' (• 
mind and body.an.well· as. to produce a dream) and-Proust 
'~' . •·-' • ' . '! " I : 
from a metaphysical point of. view•· .Freud examines. the nature 
'1 .. :·\ 
of sleep in·:order· to help his patients ·overcome neuroses. 
i '. . ·1 '•<:! ~>. 
Proust has·· something more rar-renching. 1n;:.m1nd;;. ·His obsession 
- ·~ . 
- .I. • • - ' ' 
with,~~the. paaaage of c·Time (which promises. his. death)-· finds 
\ '?, :· ' 
.:(,' 
an outlet in:the possibilities which he ·aeesiin the suspended 
! ~ :. ~ j ,;,·, ' /. 
state of sleep. If the conscious mind is capable. of cap-
' . 
:,: , • .:: .:~ ! .-· • - .,.'" • .I ~ ' '.. ' 
turing the essence of a physical:. object. and providing it 
I '. :: .. • ., • :: . • ", . ~ •• : . ' •• • • ' ' . '.' • ·:., ' " ' 
_·with an existence. independent .of the "case". which holds it 
and further, if the Unconscious stores up these abstract 
impressions, what happens when the body (and with it the 
mind) dies? ·The author is able to overcome the loss of all . 
his accumulated impressions by recording them on paper. 
But what about the rest of humanity? If the mind has such 
great potential could there not be some way for it to 
survive eternally? Proust has already suggested that in 
the unconscious mind the natural boundaries of Time and Space 
are erased. 'What is' sleep if not a state of unconsciousness? 
Fx-eud suggests in his book, ! General Introduction !2_· 
Payohoanalys1s that sleep is actually a sort of return to, the 
womb from which we are re-born upon awakening. 
Sleep is a condition in which I refuse to 
have anything to do with the outer world 
and have withdrawn my interest from it. 
I go to sleep by retreating from the out-
side world and warding off the stimuli 
proceeding from it. Again when I am tired 
of that world I go to sleep .• • .• Thus the 
biological object of sleep seems to be 
recuperation, its psychological character-
istic the suspension or interest in the 
outer world• Our relationship with the 
world which we entered so unwillingly seems 
to be endurable onlywith intermissionJ 
hence we w1 thdraw again per..iodically into 
the condition prior to our.entrance:into 
the world: that is to say into intra-
uterine existence. At any rate we try to 
bring about quite similar conditions--
warmth, darkness, and absence or stimulus--
characteristic of that state • • • Every 
time we wake in the morning it 1s as if we 
were newly born. • • Again in speaking of 
birth we speak of "seeing the light of day. 1117 
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Since Proust felt the external world hopelessly transi-
tory, then escape into a state where Time is suspended would 
be very desirable. While Freud says that the sleeping man 
attempts to surround himself physically with the secure 
conditions of the womb, Proust says that the sleeping man 
surrounds himself with Time. Sleep encompas~es man who en-
compasses Time. If Freud's man is protected from the 
physical world and the medium in which it axists (Time and 
Space) Proust• s man has gained control of that medium and 
it is no longer free to do its damKge to him. He is free to 
move within that medium unhindered by physical boundaries. 
tt·r~u~· · .- ·· . 
·Sleep, therefore, represents the ultimate freedom for Proust• s 
man. What is finite in the waking state is infinite in the 
sleeping state. 
Un homme qui dort tient en cercle autour 
de lui le fil des heures, 1 1 ordre des 
ann6es et des mo9des. Il les consulte 
d'instinct en s 1 eveillant et y lit en 
une seoonde le point de la ~erre,qu•il , 
occupe, le temps qui s•est ecoule jusqu•a 
son reveil • • • (I, 5) 
Sleep is capable of completely erasing whole hours from 
a man's life. He may wake up without being aware that he 
has fallen asleep yet. On other occasions he flies through 
Time and Space and upon awakening, believes himself in 
another country. Time and Space become meaningless in sleep. 
The indifference of the unconscious to 
death is explained as soon as we recall 
its nature. The·unconsoious is not only 
the nocturnal residue of waking life, but 
also the reservoir of inherited, ancestral 
and collective factors • • • In short the 
ur1conscious is characterized by a rela-
tivity which, as physics teaches us, is a 
dimension of the universe; to the uncon-
scious, death is only a periphery in the 
flow of transformations·whose phenomena 
it is constantly reoordin§• To the un-
.conscioue 1 .the notion· of: end"· can have 
no more meaning than "beginning", for it 
knows only ·a constant flow in which 
there is never an absolute beginnirig or 
ancabsolute end~:but an Oninterrupt~d 
succession of births and deaths. Then 
:the :.individual is a peripheral and fleet.;. · 
ing proj!gtion of its transcendent 
real·ity. 1: · .. ' ... 
' ;, . t(/I,· ' 
·.The t.r-a~t3-cendent reality which;'.Proust seeks .is found 
~'. ' ,~, .:,_ ... :. ~.:·/ { ;· .. :·· .. 
behind thet fl~eting projection) of. the individual,. the.· ex• 
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~1-<!'( }' :,:~.: :.:' '?.~.:~~t~: .. :i - .' . 
periehoe j ''the/<object. ·. And,. i t:~1s found ·in the :state. of· sleep. 
By o~f.eriJg<i·~~ possib1iity or~<1 ~ver>oom1ng Time, sleep offers 
the possibi1ft'y·or overcoming kverlasting death~ 
· ";)P~obs,t''(·~,h& the two psychologists; Freud and de &:!cker 1 
: ·;.- .-~. , ,: , .• ~~,'.::~~;~;:. ..,,,. ;: ··i 
all c,oncei~~}~r sleep as a withdrawal from the physic~l 
Certalnly this is what:~ occurs -in death. · Freud de-
' '.~ 
.' 1·. '·- ' 
clar-~. th.at it is ·a physical .necessity for man to simulate 
this death~like condition periodically and that each.time 
he .reawakens, he experiences a sort of re birth. De Beckel' 
also puts death in a different perspective in relation to 
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the finality of death. The unconscious mind, having .achieved 
the ultimate freedom, becomes part of infinity and what the , 
i conscious mind conceives of as birth and death or.· beginning 
. and en~i is nullified. What appears to the consci.ous mind to 
; "' ~ .. ,,. .... , " ,,, 
be the beginning and ending of the physical object· is, to 
the unconscious mind, merely a succession of'beginnings and 
endings of the transcendent reality or tµ.e physical object • 
.:O~~r .. and over Proust makes the_ comparison of sleep to 
a sort of death and awakening to rebirth. Is he inferring 
that there is life after death or possibly a rebirth after 
physical death? In the opening pages there is a passage· on 
the activities of the mind as lt regains consciousness. He 
seems· to emerge from a sort of. ,limbo in .which he retained 
some (potion of his previous physical existence; but sleep 
1~ ' ', ' 
has, .'at least momentarily, erased all precise knowledge. · 
It i_s~ his meaiory of the fact that ne .did exist .somewhere. 
in the universe that leads him from this nothingness or the 
unconscious state into awareness of the physical world. 
Mais~alors~ le souvernir-~non encore du. 
lie~ o~ j•,tais~ mais de~uelques~uns de· 
ceu*'.que.j•avais~habit6e et oil..j•aurais · 
pu etre--venait a moi~comme 9n•secouls 
d'en haut pouI' me tirer.du neant.d•ou je 
n•atirais.pu sortir tout.· seul~ er. 5) ·.' 
' ' 
Objects, countries, years swirl around.him in the darkness 
. \- l· 
as his mind seeks to reorient itself~. It is not his 
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conscious intellect that re-establishes him as a physical 
' " . . ~ ' 
entity but the· bodily instinct which recalls var.ious "rooms" 
,l - - ;· ! ~· 
that it has inhabited. (The. word nroom"· w111·take on new 
significance when dream interp~etation is explor~d.) Sleep, 




or world. Memory of past rooms, bodies, worlds, or lives 
recalls the wandering mind back to 1;he .body. Without such 
' :·.._ ;: I 
memories, the mind would be helpless to regain the physical 
• ' " - ! : • : ' • • ~ • 
worlq. Memory is said to come from on high and raise him 
' ', ,. ' 
up from le neant. 
His body, too numb to move (a cadavre), has to establish 
the position or· its own parts.in order to establish its 
.. - ,·.·,, .. 
position in.the room and infac~, to determine which body 
' .. . ' ~ . ; < . 
(ohambre) it is inhabiting. Fln~lly the body identifies 
~- ~ " ; ~ j - ' -~ < 't 
itself by ~ecalling the thought, that the .. mind was enter• 
~ ' . ~·· .- ~ ' • ~ ' f • ~ 
1 taining before.it lost consciousness; The mind is restored 
' •' 
•' ;::. . . 
;to the body,,fthedark1 invisible;walls of' the ·Womb) and 
: rebirth is taking place• .. 
. ' ' 
. . ';' ' '.·'; 
ToujouI's est-11 que; quand·je me reveillais 
ainsi; m9n espri~ s•agitan~ po~r cheroher, 
sans y reussir, a.savoir ou j•etais, tout 
tour:.nait autour de mo1 dans ,l!obsourite, 
les choses, .les. pays, les .. annees; ·Mon 1 . 
corps( trop engourdi pour. remuer.t oherchait; 
d•apres la forme de sa tatigue. ~ rep,rer: la 
position de ses · membres:: • • • pour re-, · · 
oonstruire et ·pour :nommer la·.demeure ou .. 
11-seAtrouvaite Sa memoire; la.m6mo1re de•. 
ses' cotes,·' de sea ·genoux, de .ses epaules i 
lui pr~eenta1t suoeesivement plusieurs 
de sea chambres o~ 11 avait dorm1, tandis 
qu•autour de lui, les murs invisibles,· 
changeant de place selon la forme de la 
... - , piece imaginee, tourbillonaient .. dans les 
tenebres •• , • (I, 6) 
In another passage Proust alludes to the possibility 
0£ rebirth and again demonstrates the role that the memory 
plays in ·retrieving a "wandering" mind and its potential 
. ' 
" ~ J ! 
to resurrect the dead. In this passage he also attributes 
:;.\? ,i:'.-:- :' ~" •. (:' . . • 
to sleep the restorative power that Freud ascribes to it • 
. '., 
This particular sleep is so deep that he feels rather 
.· 
overs-tuffed, as if he has feasted too well at a banquet. 
On ~ppelle cela un sommeil de plomb; • • • 
On·.n' est plus personne. Comment• alors, 
cherchant sa pensee, ea personnalit6 oomme 
on cherche un objet perdu 4, finit-on par . . retrouver son propre "moi plut8t que tout 
aut~e? . Pourquoi, quand on se remet ~ ·. 
penaer, n'est-ce pas alors une autre 
personnalite que l' anterieure qui e 1.1ncarna 
en nous? On ne voit pas oe qui d1cte le , 
choix et pourquo1, entre les millions 
d•Otres humains jU'on ~ourra1t Str,, c•est 
sur ·oeluL qu'on etait; la veille ,qu' on,· met 
juste la main •. Qu•est-ce,qui nous guide, 
_quand 1·1. y a. eu vraiment /interruption (soitAque le somme1L~ait ~t6 ~omplet, ou 
. ,las 1reves ent1~rement' diffecenta .de nous)? 
.. ll «y a eu vra.1ment motit I· comme quand le 
.coeur a cess' de battre et que dee . , 
tl'BO;tions rythm6es de la langue nous · 
raniment • .• • La r6surrect1on au reveil-• 
apl".~s oe bienfaisant0 ace.es· d' alienation 
:.ment.:ale ~u' est le sommetl•-doit ressembler 
au fond a ce qui se passe quand 09 retrouve 
un 'rl0}!.1; un ver' ,- un :refrain oubl1es • · Et . · 
peut-etre la resurrection.de l 1 ame apr~s la 
mort est-elle concevable comme un phenom~ne 
de m$mo1re. (II, 88) 
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Both Freud and Proust agree on the restorative power or 
sleep tor the physical body. and both make it quite ole~r 
that sleep represents a return to the womb {!!, chambre) and 
a eub~~quent rebirth. P.rouat, however, pursues the meta-
physical aspect or sleep by suggesting that the sleeping 
mind is an autonomous entity which voluntarily wanders away 
from its body• It would seem that the mind, freed from its 
"case", now b:rowses among all the millions or other sleeping 
bodies and somehow, when the'body begins to reactivate, 
hurries to put itself back in the right one. What is it 
that guides· the mind when this rea1·1nterruption in life 
has o:oau?'red? ··The last sentence or the above passage provides 
the answer. A memory draws the wandering mind back to its 
original home. And. if awakening from sleep resembles in 
any way what happens when a memory 1s revived, then perhaps 
a memory will awaken a soul after actual physical death has 
taken. place. Since only that which has been experienced 
can provide a memory; a previous existence in which sensory 
... 
experiences occurred must have taken place. De Becker 
states concisely what Proust suggests: the sleeping mind 
experiences a succession of births and deaths, the sleeping 
mind transcends the physical world, without physical limits, 
' . . 
the mind 1e infinite. Proust adds the important footnote 
that there ia the possibility that one will be resurr-ected 
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from death by the memory.of a previous existence just.as one 
is resurrected from sleep by the memory of the present 
existence. 
To reinforce the concept that following physical death, 
new life is sure.· to come, Marcel describes the death or his 
grandmother. Her death comes at the end of a particularly 
painful and long illness. As he looks at the remains.of' 
what had been an.old woman whose faqe was drawn from suffer-
ing, he finds that her face seems to have become young· 
again. . The wrinkles ·of old age and ct he contx•aotions of 
pain have been eom~how erased and, her ·face has l'eassumed 
the look or carefl'ee; .innocent youth1. full of' hopes and . 
dreams that only years of ·disillusionment can destroy. 
La vie en se ret1rant venait d'emporter 
les desillusions de la vie. Un sourire 
/ ' ' semblait pose sur les levres de grand~mere. 
Sur ce lit fun~bre, la mort, comme l.e :. '. ' · 
.aoulpteur du Moyen Age,· l' avait couoh'e 
sous 1 1 apparence d' une. jeune .fille • · ( III1 345) 
:,: .. 
And so .the. oyole .of life begins. aga.1n when,·death takes 
,,, .. ,_. ' 
place, just as dawn follows. ·darkness• Death and .sleep erase 
the aB.res of· life .and bring the opportunity for a fresh be-
ginning with·· every· new awakening• 
Proust is suggesting that·there.is continuity and 
permanence for.each·indfvidual.even after physical death 
has taken place. Within the _world of the unconscious mind 
there exists a reality.that goes .beyond the limits of the 
universe. And·who is·to say ·that the conscious woz-ld .1s 
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more "real" than the unconscious one. Since he himself has 
experienced feelings of rebirth after a sleep which has left 
·him paralyzed, "Il faut retrouver 1 1 usage de see membres, 
rapprendre ~ parler" .•(III~ 123} ~ and since he has observed· 
the reversed transforma t1on of his grmidmother from old to 
young'~ why is it not possible that life be no nDre than a 
brie~~: . .i.:i?ment of wakefulness in the eternity where Time. 
. L.. . . . . . . 
canno1t be measured and rebirths cannot be numbered? If 
~·.· 3,' 
death is no more than a daop sleep from which wo may be 
'>':c>"' 
reaurrectad just as memory resurrects a name or a refrain, 
then there ia nothing for any individual to fear from death. 
Time has no meaning in infinity and is rendered impotent 
when ,the. conscious mind is removed from the physical oondi-
tion. 
Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting. 
The infantile a11·1aesia is the birth or· the 
soul, the dreamer; and we are obliged to 
repeat what we cannot remember. This world 
is repetition-compulsion, is karma •••• 
Thi-s world is dreams, the present trans-
formed into the past, the shadow of the 
past !'alling on the present. The awakening 
explodes the ~~ve of shadows; it is the end 
ot the world. t.J · 
Proust•s desire to control the destructive forces of 
Time have caused him to turn to the unconscious mind, the 
realm or both memory and sleep. He has found tba t both 
phenomena contain the potential to overcome oblivion. The 
memory is use£ul in two ways. First of all the physical 
world is made up of sensory stimuli which produce memory 
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images which the sensitive artist may transfer to ruture 
readers, In the second place, memory may be similar to the 
phenomenon which. resurrects .the soul. ·at'te~ death has tliken 
place: just as it m·ay oa.11 the unconscious mind buck to the 
• ' ·! .. 
correct sleeping body, Sleep, however, ofrers to every 
• •••• > •• ~· 
·' ' 
man the possibility of the infinite continuation of life 
. . 
through a a~1·1 e·s of births and dea tha. 
.3.5 
IV. ·Dreams and Symbols: The Secret.Wish 
It is impossible to discuss sleep without considering 
. ' 
dreams which ax-e an integral part of sleep. Freud states 
that there is a constant connection between the dream and 
some ':detail of tho sleeper' s life. By examining a patient• s 
i!: ';. . . . . . 
dreama, he was able to determine that particular detail or 
: ;" j 
his·· life which was troubling him. In a similar fashion the · 
readei' may interpret the dream~ .presented· in ~ ~a Recherche 
2,g Tetnps Perdti' and discover ce~ta1n aspects of the dreamer's 
., ·_. 
personality which would otherwise go unnoticed. 
1' :, ' 
.. ' ' '~ -'.«~. ~~--. : · ..
:Proust .and Freud were working at perfecting their 
:. ·: -; " ··~ 
;· .... '\ ;: 
skills and dev~lop1ng their theor.ies at about the same time 
. '.,' 
in the first ~b.rt of tbS: twentieth ce.ntuey. Because there 
~' t ,_. ·; '· - ~. 
are 80 many stX.iking similarihies bet'ween their attitudes 
"\ ~ -·. ' .. , 
toward the mindJ the creative :power of the Unconscious- the 
ability of the memoey to bring back the past, the .f;t'eedom 
or th;· eleep:ing mind,' and man' s instinctive desire to return 
to t\~~- womb in order to ·1;e born again, 1 t ··1s natural to 
apply Freud•s techniques for dream interpretation to Proust's 
work. 
First or all Freud explains why dreams take place at 
all. Since they are an interruption to sleep and disturb 
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a condition which serves to refresh and restore the mind and 
the body; why cannot· the mind do away with the.m? Freud · 
theorized that "the unconscious mind has desires that tm · 
individual is unaware of but which are expressed in dreams, 
and that often these wishes are expressed· in ·symbols or in 
a ceyptic language with two possible levels· or mean1ng,,n20 
These desires may be known to the unconscious mind but sup-
pressed by the oonscious mind during the waking state. They 
emerge in the form of dreams whose symbols the dreamer. may 
or may not be able to inte.rpret. These symbols are th.a 
visual images of the dream and represent the unconscious 
dream-thought• If' the· sy.mbols. · c.an be correctly interpreted, 
. . . 
hidden· wishes ·as, well. as open· qnes can be discovered and 
new insight into the unconscio'ua mind will be gained• ·.Thia 
new insight c~n off'er guidance as to the waking action that 
1 ,'. •'··'(_, 
a dreamer ought to take, a clearer understanding of hie 
disturbing! feelings· or the solution to a ·:problem that he is 
unabl.:f.'., .to ~Eial with. · "It [ fhe dream] may :·be. a. warning, a 
resolve, ~. pre.paration, but it is always a wish fulfillment, 
transi~ted. inhb an archaic r~rm a~d ·metamorphosed• ti2l ': · ·· 
Freud lists several qualities of. dreams which are present ·· 
t )~ : 
in the dreams ·in!~ Reoherche ~.Temps Perdu~ He explains 
the process of the dream-work, that is 1 how the . dream goes 
about distorting the actual latent thought of the dreamer or 
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his suppressed: wish and he categorizes the symbols that the 
dream offers as a substitute for that wish. He also ox-
. plains how· th& :d.tteam .. work may be "undone" by. the interpreter 
through a pX'ocesa which he calls Free Association. By 
*·f:J'-;;; .. ,, ·, 
applying t~eae sc1ent1f1c theoI'ies and taking advantage of 
Freud's psyoh·o~nalytical studios, the reader of Proust is 
able ~o achie~e a broader' interpretation of his wo?'k as a 
;,.<--: _.,, 
whola'.>which is0: not only filled with- .dreams and descriptions 
~:.~ ...... : ,, , _;,;, ' . _; . . . . ·. . ·' :.· 
cf sleep b1,1t.,indeed.1 ·seems to possess .a d!'eam-like quality 
throughout'. 
The drea~oharaoterist1cs suggested by Freud in chapter 
5 of' A-. General..:: Introduction .!?.2.· Psychology which seem .most 
appl1'cable:: to:r;·Proust 1 s work are: 
~ :- . '' " 
'"l.~ Iri d~~ams ·we go through many experiences which we 
fully believe in • • • 
Car.guoi qu•on dise,nous pouvons parfaitement 
en '·r~e l' impression que ce qui s' y passe .. ·. 
est reel. Cela ne serait impossible que · · 
pou~ides raisons tireea de notre .experience .. 
de ·1a veille; experience qui ~ ce moment-la 
nous· est cach€ie. De so?'te que cette vie . 
1nvra1semblable nous semble vraie. (III, .539) 
The stage whereon.the·drama.~f' the dv~am is-played 
out is other than that of the life of waking ideas. 
That ;is a saying which we really do not understand, 
nor do we know what it is meant to convey to us, 
but it· does actually reproduce the: impression .of 
st?'angeness which most.d?'eams make upon us. 
' ·~ .. · 
'D'h.abitude elle (une1mpress1on) s•accom-
pagnait de toute une mise en scene -
·malad~oite mais saisissante, qui; me 
ta1sa1 t illusion, me_ttant sous mes yeux, 
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\ taisait entendre a mes oreilles ce qui : 
d6sormais datai~ de cette nuit. (III, 538) 
3. There are dreams as distinct as actual waking ex-
periences, so distinct that~for some time after 
waking we do not realize that they were dreams at 
all; others which are ineffable faint, shadowy, 
blurred; • • • 
Le rave etait encore un de ces faits de , 
ma vie, qui~m'avait toujours,le plus frappe, 
qui avait du le plus servir a me oonvaincre 
du oaraot~re purement mental ·de la r'al1t,, 
et dont je ne dedaignerais pas l'aide dans · 
la composition de mon oeuvre. Quand jg , 
v1vais d'une fagon un peu moins desinteressee, 
pour un amour, un r~ve venait rapprocher 
singulierement de mo1, lui faisait parcourir 
de grands distances de temps perdu ••• {III, 914) 
·4. Dreams may be quite consistent or at !ny rate co-
. herent • • • : others are confused, apparently im-
beoi:Le, absurd, or often completely mad • 
. 5. There are dreams which leave us quite cold, .'others 
which every errect makes. itself" relt--pain .to.· the 
pain~,· of tears,· terror so intense as to wake. us ••• 
6. Most,'.dreams are forgotten soon arter waking;. or they 
pel".si'et throughout the day • • •; others remain so 
vlvid (as for example·:the· dreams of childhood} that 
thirty years later we,· remember them as clearly as 
though they were part ·ot a .recent exper ienoe,~ 
Et iongtemps apres mdn r~ve f1n1, je restais 
tourmente de oe ba1serqu 1 Albert1ne m'avait 
· pit avoir donne en des paroles que je croyais 
entendre encore • • ~' Toute la journ~E:l j,e . 
,.oontinuais a causer avec Albertine • • • (III.540) . 
1. Dreama, like people, may make their appearance once 
and .never oome back; or the same person may dream 
the .. satrie thing l"epeatedly, either in the same form 
or.with slight alterations. 
··. 8. ~hese scraps or' mental activity at nighttime have 
at command an immense repertory, can in fact create 
everything that by day the mind is capable or--
only, it is never the same. 
Magnif1que erreur d'une multiplication 
par -seize qui donne tant de beaute au 
reveil et introduit dans la vie une 
veritable novation • • • Il semble bien 
que le rave soit fait, pourtant, avec la 
mijtiere parfois la plUS· gr()SSiere de., la 
vie, mais cette mati~re y est "traitee", 
malax~e de telle sorte--aveo-un etirement 
dQa ce qu•aucune des limites horaires de 
ltetat de veille ne l•empeohe de s'effiler A 
a des hauteurs inouies-...qu•on ne la reconnait 
, pas. (III, 121) 
9 •. The (external) stimulus which disturbs sleep is 
interpreted, but differently in each instance. 
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10. The dream does not merely reproduce the sti~ulus 
(the mental si tue.tion), but elabora tea on it, plays 
fits upon it, fits it into a context, or replaces 
it by', something else.:, 
_. , A 
De ce que lo monde du reve n'eet pas le monde 
de la veille, il ne s'ensuit pas que le monde 
de la veille aoit moins. vrai; Au contraire •. 
Dans le monde du sommeilt nos perceptions -; . 
sont tellement a9rcharg,es, chacune 'paissi~ 
par/une superposee qui la double, l' aveugle 
inutilement, que nous ne aavons pas m~me 
distinguer ce qui se passe dans l''tourdisse-
ment; du reveil. (III, 122) 
. ' A . 
Le-reve, ne tient-il pas une place plus 
grande meme que la veille, lui q91 ne tient 
pas compte des divisions infinitesimales 
du temps, suppztime lea t~ansitions, oppose 
le~. grands contrastes, defait en un instant 
le travail de consolation si lentement 
~ t / tisse. pendant le jour e nous menage, la 
nuit, une rencontre avec oelle que nous 
aurions fini par.oublier a condition 
toutefois de ne pas la revoir? (III, .538) 
Before interpreting any dreams based on Freudian principles, 
the reader must understand certain theories. First it must 
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be assumed that something is bothering the dreamer. He may 
have a problem that he cannot solve. He may have an obses-
sive need to achieve something. He may want something but 
someone or something (society) has forbidden him his wish 
and made him ashamed of it. His shame causes him to put 
the thought out or the c·onsoioua part or his mind, but it 
reappears, in a disguised form (the symbol) in the dream at 
night. Occasionally the desire is so strong and the repres-
sion so complete that the wish is distorted in the waking 
life and produces a neurotic symptom. Freud's plan is to 
find ~he meaning of the symptom by probing the product of the 
unconscious processes of the mind (the dream}. 
In the dream, the stimulus word is replaced 
by something derived trom the mental life of 
the dreamer, from sources unknown to him, 
and hence very probably may be a "derivative 
of acomplex". Starting from the substitute 
[the distorted dream-element], we must be 
able to arrive at the real object or our 
search by means or a train of associations; 
and further, ••• we may assume that the 
associations to the dream-element will have 
been determined not only by that element 
but also by the r~al. thought which is not 
in consciousness.22 
Free from the inhibitions which the conscious mind im-
poses on unwanted memories, the sleeping mind goes to work 
on the repressed experience and produces a visua1,·1~agina­
tive "scenett. ·· So shameful or repulsive may this stimulus 
subject be th.at even the unconscious mind needs to dis guise 
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or.distort it. This process is called the "dream-work"• 
The dream-work distorts by means of omission, modification, 
or re-grouping of material. The dream-element itself is a 
symbol of the unconscious dream-thought. If the dream-work 
can be unraveled and the disguise removed, the need'.which 
stimulated the sleeping mind to create a dream will be re-
vealed. 
The job of dream interpretation as it concerns the 
dreams in.A la Reoherche du Temps Perdu will be to discover 
the unconscious thoughts of the dreamer which will in turn 
explain the neurotic behavior that he either exhibits or 
suppresses. Since the reader is already aware of Proust's 
obsessive desire to perpetuate himself beyond the limits 
of this life, there will be little difficulty in interpreting 
those dreams which express the desire to overcome the 
boundari~s of Time and Space. Proust, however, has other 
needs and desires which have been censored by society and 
so he allows them to be examined through the dreams of 
Marcel, who indulges in some of those unnatural desires in 
the waking state, but represses others which emerge in the 
unconscious state. By using Freud's technique of reversing 
the process of. the dream-work which has carefully disguised 
the real meaning of the dream, the reader can arrive at the 
latent thoughts of the dreamer. In so doing, the reader 
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achieves deeper insight into the characters in the novel, a 
greateI' understanding of ·Proust, himself, as·well.as a 
bl:'oader interpretation of the entire work. 
The dream-work transforms the latent thoughts, as ex-
~.~,' 
presa()cl in words, . into perceptual forms; roost commonly visual 
~t:·» 
images.23 ·This metamorphosis is accomplished through one 
;." 
of these three processes: 
l. Condensation; several persons, eventsj objects 
are combined into a blurred image. Condensation 
makes possible the union of two completely 
different latent trains ,of thought into a 
single manifest dream. 
, - ~- I ' 
2. Displacement; one element ls replaced by another 
.. : or the accent is shifted from ·the important to 
theunimportant one.o · · 
3. Transformation; the transforming of thoughts and 
· ideas into visual images, or perceptual forms.· · 
Dream irrterpretation, then;· consists of· separating and 
' -~ :: 
'" .· ~:{ •'.· :.:'" 
<let.fining t~ati: 1~hich has• been c~ndensed; of. determini~g .. whloh 
•, . '•\' ~ 
is ·the. really::·important elemen·~~ •in· the: drealTl; ·and of dis-. 
~~;~,,~;·, --~>. -~ -.~"·:~: L>: :· .. ' 0H··~,,._: 
oover~rig th.e::.thought which produced the. visual image in the 
.. ' ~}. ; ;· :_ .. '.,',~·<>i 
dream'~· : The' dr~am-work being a'.. regressive process) dream 
inter~r~tat;oii1 must look for the· earliest memories wbtdh: · · 
,·,:_--
emerg~;~\n· <l;eam's free. from sub-~e_quently acquired impressions •. 
'~ ; ' ~r. '.,'.· : 
Frotn~ the oblivion 1n· w·hibh the first years 
of ::c~:hildhood are shrou4ed certain clearly .. i'· 
re-tb,ined recollections:.emerge 1 mostly in· the: form? Df plastic imag~a • ~. -. Memory deals 
with the mass. of impress,.1ons received .in., 
luter life by a proce:nr :of selection, ,. .... 
retaining what is impor.tant and omitting · 
what is not; but with the recollections 
retained from childhood this is not so .••.• 
Sometimes it happens· that the impressions 
:buried in oblivion ot infantile·imemories 
emerge spontaneously from· the unconsci!JUS 
.and it is in connea1'1.on.'.with dreams that· .... 
,this happens • • • the· material of the 
forgotten childish experiences is exoessible 
to the dream and the ohild's mental life 
with all its peculiarities: persists ·1n. it.'. 
and therefore in the uncon_a~ious and that 
our dreams take ·us back.every night to this 
infantile stage. This. co·.croborates the 
belief that the Unconscious is ... the infantile . 
. mental life .24 - -
! .!!. Recherohe £!! Temps Perdu opens with the words, 
. . ' ' 
"Long,temps. je -me sui s couch~ de bonne heure", and the 
.. 
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..·!~ t .. - ~. :. < •• , ~ 
narrator embarks on his journe.y of ~emeries beginning with __ 
his earliest ohildhood impressions of Combray. Within the 
• : J. 
first', few pages Proust presents three highly symbol~o· dreams 
. ' ' . l ~ 
and a dissertation on the regressive nature of the dream • 
.. . - ~: . . ~- , 
E~cb of the three dreams re~eals a. wish; either one that 
~ . ·'. '. ·: - ' . ~ . ' . .. \ '.· ' ,,, 
Marcel has never considered even in the Unconscious Ol" one 
, .. 
th.at his Unconscious hiis censored and therefore distorted • 
. ' ~ '· ·;- '• ., ' ' .•. '. ,' 
Considered collectively, they 'bear.out Freud's assertion 
that d~eams ·are" primi,tive ·in a. two-fold sense: "in the first 
place· ,Y'""'tneS::n;, the childhorid of ,the lri<:Uvldual and. 'secondly, 
.. '.:}' 
since ,8aoh individual repeats· :the whole course of .. the 
development or the human .race; the referenc~ is phylogenetio."25 
Having studied thousands of dreams, Freud concluded, 
that certain symbols nearly always represent the same latent· 
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thought. The lists of symbols presented here have been 
taken from Freud's book,~ General Introduction !2_ 
Psychoanalysis, chapter 10, and Dream Psychology. Several 
are included which do not appear in the dreams interpreted 
in this study, but they are important to Proust's work as 
a whole. The category titles represent that which the 
dreamer is disguising, those aspects of life with which he 
is unable to cope, even in the Unconscious. The symbols 
listed under each category are what the dream-work has 
transformed the real stimuli into. "The relation between 
the symbol :and the idea symbolized is an invariable one 1 the 
latte;;being as it were a translation of the former ••• n26 
Freud is insi'stent about the fact that the vast majority of 
symbo~s are sexual symbols. There can be no doubt that 
human'~;;sexuality plays a great part in Proust's book and that 
,..:~ ~' ) 
. .11,''-·· 
the s~~uali'perversion that society wo.uld repress ls both 
~ . ' 
~ ~: . ·' 
described 'explicitly and disguised symbolically • 
. ~:reud. dismisses the. first 6: categories very quickly• 
.-. ·.~!:.~., ,:. "· ·'' 
The1r·symbols are few. 
:; , ' 





garents . self 
-
(ruling figures} prince 




water going on a journey 
(plunging into traveling by train 





The symbols for sexual life are numerous and quite varied. 
!!!:!! sexuality 2£. ~ ~ 
the number Three 
: stick$~ poles, trees, 
upright objects, umbrellas 
knive~, daggers, sabers 
guns, ?pist.ols 
wa te?\ taps, water mains, 
: apr_l,ngs · ,. 
balloons, airplanes, !'lying, 
·. ( ovjrcoming gravity) 
:reptiles, fishes, serpents 
handa~'"' feet, socks, gloves . 
:rocks~ mountains · 
machin,ery (especially that. 
'· · wh19h ~works upon some-
thtrig else such as a 
plough) -,_ _ 
keys· (to open·· ga tea, doors,' 




the sexual act 
- -
. . 
climbing •1-·· ·•·. descending ._· __ 
mounting · ! -







~ sexualitx_ of ~ female 
ob,1eots which contain such as: 
caves, hollows,·pits, jars 
chests, pockets, coffers 
shoes, slippers, jewel cases 
ships, vessels 
cupboards, stoves, rooms 
i oojeota which lead into the 
containers such as: 
-doors, gates, mouths, windows 
underolothe s 1 nightgowns · 
snails-,-;mussels 
objects to be wor ksd on such 
as: 
·_· wood, paper, table.t 
objects to be opened such as: 
, · books 
object.a in nature such as:· 
landscapes .:>f rocks, wood~,. 
•or water, gardens 
£ruit (apples, peaches) 
. ~-flowers, blossoms 
buildings such as: 
. chapels, churches 
.fireplace 





hair or teeth 
fire .:;, : 
sexual self-gratification 
playing at anything or 
specifically playing the 
·.·piano · · 
gliding, sliding, ~pulling 
off a branch 
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~heae symbols may be applied to the four dream 
*""~ . . . ' . ·. 
sequences which are presented so quickly in the opening 
pages~ In the first dream aooourit, Marcel reveals the ··rnct 
that ~s he falls off to sleep, he assumes the identity of 
" . 
the subject or the· book he was readins when he fell asleep. 
Thia· is, .a ~easonable example or Tl"ansformation, or the 
transforming or thoughts or id~aa into visual forms.· 
Il me semblait que j'etais mol-m~me ce 
dont parlalt l'ouvrage: une 'gliae, un 
quatuor, la r1val1te de Frangois Ier et 
de. Oharles-Q.uint. Cette croyance survivait 
pendant quelques seoondes ~ mon ·reveil • • · .• 
,~uls el le commenQa.1 t ~ me .deyenir in-
telligible, oomme apres la metempsycoae 
lea pensees d 1 une existence anterieure; 
le sujet du 11vre se d'tachait de moi •• ~(I, 3) 
·. The first level of interpretation is simple and obvious 
according to Freudian symbolism~ Marcel has attached· himself 
to·a. church (female). a piece or music specifically for four 
(one: more than three which represents the male); and a 
. . 
rivalry .... not a wax- w 1th typically male ·weapons. but a ' . 
. rivalry Which usually represents a struggle between two· 
.forces. M~tae_l fully believes ·in the reality of his dream 
and, that he !!!, the subject of his ~. for he continues 
to believe in the reality of the dream .for some time after 
he has awakened and it is very slowly that he detaches 
.'•. 
liimself from ·it.· The immediate .stimulus which produced the 
dream ~<the book) has been elaoorated on and f1 t into a .. · 
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wholly acceptable context as far us the Unconscious mind is 
concerned. 
',-1·. 
There is, however, a second level of int~rpretation 
that goes beyond the superficial qualities of the dream. 
The F:reudian interpretation of Marcel's struggle for sexual 
ident~:tY does not take into account Proust's personal desire 
to attach himself to a work of art, the only thing that to. 
his mind survives the limits of the physical world. Nor. 
does· it explain why his separation from a. dream should, be • I 
r·'· 
compared· to. the transferral or a soul from a previous. exis.-
tence '> l3e$1nh111g with the subotitute objects and employing 
all t~e knowledge already gather~d about the personal,1 t3 of . 
. Prou,at, the reader is able to arrive at the real tho~ght 
wh1ch'1s not:in the consciousness of the dreamer. Archi-
tecture is obviously an art fo,rm and. the splendor of. gothio 
. . . 
churches .t'asc1'nates Marcel ttiroughout the book and forms one 
of the: major, /~hemes. The piece of muaic .also represe'nts ,an 
artistic ctelit~,ion and "la petlt~. phrase", the repetit.ion ror. 
a simple mu\81~'a1 refrain, prov[t{~;,~o be an important ~eans 
'. :· :.» J~7'i->:·'. '.': -
1 ~ , . • 
to reyJ.ye a;Jn~mory. The riva~){.hetween Fran¥ois IeJ:",,,~nd. 
Charl~·3·.:..uui~~'{Joan be interpret{¥?! as France• s rneana to ,brJng 
alive with1'ri;_.¥lerself the g{o~y)I/{ol the Itaiian Renaiss.ance.t 
.''\ r •" ~-·; ;·. 
It is 8::>ttf~~hl11• s paintings w'hlch Swann so much admires· 
and he must ;rt.le:htally resh~pe Od.~tte' s face so that it '·assumes. 
the look of a. Botticelli face before he can find her 
altogether adorable. 
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The f ir•at dream sequence provide a the rea.doro with the 
opportunity to interpret a Proustian·aream uoing Freudian 
teohniquea. The results reveal the peculiar qualities of 
. . 
dreams, the repressed wish or Marcel (sexual identity), 
and the open and expressed wish of Proust, which is to make 
himself a part of a work of art. It also establishes Proust' a 
theor~r,J>1 the transferral of sense-i.mpressiona from one soul 
to another and .further, hint.s at his belief in reincarnation. 
The second dream emphasizee the fact that sexual 
identity and the role of the male vis-a'.""vis the female con-
stitutes a major theme within the novel. This dream of' a 
childhood event. that he ttacalls in sleep as an adult estab-
lishes another, perverted sexual theme: that whioh is female 
is subject to torment and punishment while that which is 
male is cruel';and sadistic. The choice of .rejecting that 
which is female because of the patn it must suffer le~.ves 
him only the .alternative of be'ing tha.t which is male and 
therefore sadistic. The alternative is not a happy one !'o:r 
a gentle person ·.whose life is made safe and pleasant by the 
"'. 
womei1 who surround him. (his mother, his grandmother; his 
aunts). 
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The dream itself is simple enough. Marcel hae regressed 
in his sleep to his early childhood and he experiences,. once 
again, one of its terrors: his uncle pulling h!!_ curls. 
Even though the-day came when the curls~ £E,l off, his 
dream life is unaware or this and the humiliating experience 
ot having them pulled is vividly re-created by his uncon-
scious mind. He awakens and recalls that the curls are now 
gone having been ~off as he grew older. Nevertheless, 
. . 
he wraps hi~ pillow around his head and returns to sleep 
. with pis head ·symbolically protected from the of fending curls 
and .the tormenting uncle. The curls are, of course, a 
.female attribute and he reacts violently against them since 
; they arouse his uncle. to acts of a sadistic natur~• Sym-
, bolically, the cutting off of the curls represents castration 
which· in this ;case would certainly make the little boy's 
life ha.ppie,r. :. Undertones of incest are also present in thi a 
sequence bu1t most important or' .. all are the eadistio;..masoohls-
. . . . . . . 
tio ilV:plioatione or which his b~nscious intellect 'is· unaware. 
Why woul.d Mal"oel1 the adult, return to such an unhappy 
experience tn:h1s dreams? ·If F:rteud is to be bel1eve1, P.:!.l 
. . 
dreamsrep:resent wish fulfillments. Certainly Marcel should 
not.choose ·to fulfill a terror, or would he? "En dormant 
' j1ava1s rejoint sans effort un age a jamais revolu de ma. vie 
.· ;' primitive, retrouve telle de mes terreurs enfantines It 
• • • 
CI, 4> 
so 
Freud explains that a wish fulfillment need not bring 
pleasure' to the dreamer. 
Anxiety dreams often have a content in 
which there is ·no distortion • • • This 
type or dream is frequently .an undisguised 
wish fulfillment, the wish being, of 
course, not one which the dreamer would 
accept but one which he has rejected; ••• 
the ordinary distorted dream is the dis-
guised fulfillment of a repressed wish, 
the formula for the anxiety-dream. is that 
it is the open fulfillment of a repressed 
wish. For those who would prefer to censor · 
this wish, painful emotions are experienced 
and the dreamer usually awakens • • • we 
usually break off our sleep before the 
repressed wish behind the dream overcomes 
the censorshi~ and reaches complete 
fulf1llme~t.2T · · 
If Marcel were enlightened about his dream. he would 
certainly see in it a warning as well as an understanding of 
·his disturbing feelings.· His anxiety dream of the curl 
'pullipg unole 'shows no distortion and the conclusion is that 
the dream is~:bt.oken off beoal.!se the repressed wish to' be 
hurt {beoau'se of a female attribute) ls successfully cenr.,ored. 
and th.a.adult Marcel physically rejects such a possibility 
~~; 
by cov.ening his entire head. This dream is coherent, vivid, 
*"'Pk• .. .. 
and ,terrible.··· It has appeared more than once but the. 
dreamer hae made no attempt to· understand 1 t. Thus the 
reader· 19· onoe again left to trace the source of the .latent 
( ,', 
though.t . from, the visual image and one e again he finds that 
Freud's theories indicate that. the dreamer i a unaware· of'.·· 
the hidden wishes which lie buried in his unconscious mind. 
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Likewise he· is unaware of ·all the ramificationa.o f his. 
unknown or repressed wishes. 
·. :. Further proof of Marcel' a struggle for sexual identity, 
his ambivalent feelings toward his own masculinity, and his 
repressed desire to suffer the torments that the male in-
flicts on the female are provided in the third dream which 
appe·ar.s in the paragraph immediately following the "curl" 
dream• It is primitive in the phylogenetic sense. Compar-
ing himself to Adam who gives life to Eve;' . be dreams that a 
womansr~emerges from his thigh. . She is literally born from a 
mental experience• "Formee du plaisir que j' eta1s sur le. 
·point de go~ter, je m•1mag1nais que c•etait elle qui me 
',· 
l'offttait .• " (I, 4) Having cr.eated ber with his unconscious 
mind, he seek_s. to join himself. to her, but the warmth that . 
;c'·.: 
he reels is· that of his own boP,y. and he awakens just ;'prior 
to the sexuaip·bnion tha. t he cl~ims to desire• As he lies 
. 
.., ' 
there he randies that this woman.who has just left him is 
- .. . ; 
... . ' . ·_'.~ .:, ' . ' \ ' 
somethtng .set.'.apart. from the rest of humanity• ·His body 
~ ~ . ~ : 
18. still warm:from her kiss and .he reels the contours or 
his bbdy· cdnform1ng to hers. Because this is a recurrent 
dream·-'and the· woman appears occasionally in the dream as 
' ti_(;,<'•o!,.•'' 
someone he knows in waking life, ln.e determines to· find her 
'but he. is aware that the charm of a dream is never to. be 
found· in reality, and gradually even .. the memory of the girl 
disappears. 
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. > · This dream rollows remarkably closely the qualities or 
dreams~·· enumerated on page 37-39 •· ~'The· stage whereon the 
" drama ;sr· 'life is played is other than that or the life or 
waking· ideas ••• " Marcel is very much aware· of this even 
though the dream itself .is so.vivid that "every effect makes 
itself felt".,· This is a dream which occurs repeatedly, 
"either in the saine-'form or with ·alight alterations" '(the 
featurtes, of the woman)• This 1 s also.-a dream which causes 
• ~~t<~~:.;:n,·<t~-+-!"; fft•~ ..... -;;; '•+- ·:' 't,4 
the ··dreamer to wake up before the wish has. been fulfilled. 
;,'.· 
: Thia b~ing ·the .. case, the possibility that this is .an anxiety 
..,.,. ,. 
dream ;<.l'annot be ruled out and the fact is that perhaps·· Marcel 
would find ·the .fulfillment of his. wish a shameful one .W.h1oh 
hie 1.c9-:nscto.us'·~intelleet has ce'neored.-
' ,QJ;W;e a·gai_ri Marcel makes no attempt .to analyze: hi~ dream 
but Proust has given the reader a. great deal or insight into 
)-· 
his personality in the two. pre'ce~ing dreams. Basing this 
knowledge _O'n Freudian prinoipl~a )' the reader·· 1"8 free to·· 
assume:thatt'ther-e ts a reason";or this sort: or dream ;and 
that s"Bm~tht~g. in Marcel i s ·past may. have provoked the dream 
or a ~Q.mari who>is created .by the' thought of the pleasure 
' -· --
tha~; s~~ .. ,,J.~ .. ,.supposed·to produce• who.emerges fro.n:t· histhigh; 
disappears before completing .her natural sexual role i .and ·yet 
gives: Ito'· him".the shape of her body and. the warmth of her · 
passion. She '1 a at once desirable and• fearful; otherwise'. 
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why w~uld he.break off the area~? The symbol~ or dream-
elements reinforce the theory of Marcel's sax-identity 
conflict. "Because the dreamer does not wish to express a 
shame~ul feeling even in a dream, he will substitute &.n 
acceptable :Visue.l image." Could Marcel have subE.•tituted a 
woman .for a man and then been unable to fulfill his re-
pressed desire? The fact that the rest of humanity appears 
to be cfar away from her might ir.'.iicate that she is either 
non-human or superior to the rest of the world, supe?lhuroan. 
If she has replaced the real object of his desire, a male, 
~>;,--·.,. 
then her remoteness from the rest of' the world m5.3ht in-
dicate Marcel's subconscious knowledge that such a· lover 
must be isolated, h!dden away, or removed from contact with 
normal human 'beings• ·If, on the other hand, 1 t can be 
accepted that she le something that he alone hs.a created 
through the power of hie unconscious mind and that she ie 
elusive, superior, ,recurrent, sensual, tantalizing, and· 
capable or causing him to give chase after her, then sh.e 
could represent his work of art. She could be his book, 
his mental creation~ First of all there is the interesting 
ooroparison or himself to Adam, the first of all men ani the 
progenitor of the human race~ · This would indicate his de-
sire to beget or create not just an heir for now but heirs 
for eternity. ' If the Freudian point o:f view is assumed and 
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the possibility that within Marcel there lies an ambivalent 
attitude toward sexual roles is accepted, then it is reason-
. able to assume that this dream indicates Marcel's potential 
.to assume both the male role to engender and the female role 
to give birth. He has formed an entity from within his 
body, endowed it with warmth and substance to the extent 
that he feels his own body conforming to its shape. He 
remains a male, has created a female to reproduce his own 
species, and has never-gone outside of his mind. His dream 
has rendered him hermaphroditic in the sense that he is 
capable of complete reproduction within himself and thus his 
c'<>i<; .• ,: . 
repressed attitudes toward normal sexual l"elat1onships are 
resolved. ·Marcel was unaware, if Proust was not, of his need 
_...,,,, 
.• t. 
to Cl"~te something of permanence, conceived within himsel.f, 
totally independent ot others. 
These three dreams, then, represent unfulfilled wishes; 
either repressed Ol" merely latent. They have been allowed 
.to rise to the surface or the conscious by means of the 
dream. Presented as they are at the beginning of the novel, 
they set the tone for the entire novel, creating a dream-
world mood filled with sensuality and anormality • 
. The discourse on the nature of the sleeping man. is 
pertinent to the preceding dreams in that it emphasizes 
Freud' a theory on· the "primitive" aspect of the dream-work. 
Ii' the., dream in which Marcel compares himself to Adam may 
be col}sidered primitive in the Biblical or phylogenetic. 
···sense, then the feelings he claims to experience during -a 
deep sleep are orimitive in the scientific or historical 
sense. 
~ , ~ Mon sommeil fut profond et detendit 
en~i~rement mon esprit; ~ •• quand je 
m'eveillais au milieu de la nuit ••• 
je ne aa~ais pas m~me pas au premier 
instant qui j'etais; j'avais aeulernent 
dana sa aimplioite premiere le sentiment 
de l'existence comme 11 peut fr~mir au 
fond d'un animal; j•etaia plus denue que 
l'homme des cavernes. (I, 5) 
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A deep sleep not only strip• man of his .physical identity, 
but clears his mind of all intellectual impressions. His 
conscious thought's are erased and there exists a blank slate 
on which his unconscious mind is free to go to work to re-
trieve those infantile visual images which represent his 
.. 
most basic wishes. 
,J d ~' 
At t_his point it is interesting to follow through on the 
.~. ~ . 
third dream to see in what way Marcel proves it to be a wish 
and how he fulfills it. ' . ' In !!!!. Prisonniere he has literally 
captu:r'.ed the woman he needs to fulfill his sadist-masochistic 
tendencies. Albertine is herself b1o;.sexual but Marcel 
·' : '. t • 
....... ~,,~-" ... ~ , .. , ., - ' 
refuses to accept this fact and very nearly makes a prisoner 
. ' 
of her in his home to prevent her from having relationships 
'. 
:i: 
with anyone other than himself. He feels himself at the 
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height of his power over her when she is asleep and one or 
his. gJ;"eatest pleasures is watching her unconscious, sleeping 
form.'"· · 
Quand elle dormait, je n•avais plus ~-parler, 
je savais que je n'~taia plus regarde par 
elle, je n'avais plus beSD~n de vivre a la 
surface de moim~me. • • • ? Erl fermant :· J:es 
yeux, en perdant 'la conscience, Albertine 
avait depouille, l'un apr~s l'autre, cea 
differ.en ts caracteres d' human! te qui 
m' avaient de~u depu1s le jout' 9~ j' avais 
falt sa oonnaissance. Elle n•etait plus 
~nimee que la vie 1noonsc1ente des vegetaux, 
, (ies arbres, vie plus indifferente de la ... 
rp'ienne, plus·etr.e.nge, et qui cependant 
~~'appartenait davantage. Son mo1 ne 
s~· eohappe.it p~s ~ to us moments, .. cornme q9a~d 
n:oua causiona. • · • .• · Elle. auai t rappele a. 
·soi' tot·~ ce .qui d' e!le .etait au- d-'hor;n. 
~lle s•etait refuglee, enclose, resumee, 
.dens.son corps. En le tenant sous mon 
re~ard dans mee mains, j'avais cette im-
pI'eSsion 9e la posseder tout enti~re •••• 
Sa' V'19 m' etai t soumise, ex.halai t vers moi 
soh~leger souffle. (III, 70) 
The sleeping Albertine is. stripped of all the· masks that 
. 
she .wears during the day• The art of deceit which she baa 
niastered over the years provides her with the ability to be 
01any. things to many people. In sleep ·She regresses before 
Marcel:,! s eyes to her original. state of innocence and he is 
able to ·recognize the essence behind the physical object. 
What.: is more important, he is able to poe eess it entirely. 
Sleep has gathered together all her·oomponent pa~ts and the 
various· imag~s she projects are 'enclosed within her. Sleep 
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has reduced her to little more than a vegetable~. Only the 
sound_,or her occasionally irregular breath distinguishes 
her.seemingly lifeless form from that of a corpse or an' 
embryo~ And even that light trickle of air flows toward 
Marcel, making. his possession· of her complete. It is as 
if ~her. very exiatence depends on his conscious awareness of 
her. 
- ' '., If all the 'various deceitful Albertines have been erased, 
the s~eeping AlbeI'~ine possesses· an infinite number .. or new 
·~~:c,. .• ,~ . 
personalities. 
Des~racas, des·atuvismes, dee.vices reposaient 
a.ur ~on v+sage .... Chaque foia qu·' el le dbpla~ai t 
sa tete, e lle cJ•eai t une femme nouv-elle, 
souvent insoupconnee de moi •. Il me sembla1t 
posseder non_pas une, mais dtinnombrablca 
jeunea f ille s. (III, 72) 
Her hands !':olded on her chest (as if laid> our for burial), 
her~b~~athing ·lighter and lighter, ohe falls more and more 
deepliasleep·as Marcel watches in a sort of trance. When 
( I ' 
he isdsure that sleep has completely over taken her, he 
stretdbes ·out ,_beside her and embarks 011 ~ sleep. 
•.i 
"Je 
i''l..~:•':· . ·, ·-:_' "' 
m'etai.a emba.rque sur le aornmeil d1 Albertine." (III, 72) 
,._, 
.He assumes a position similar to the one in his dream on the 
opening pages· in whi.ch the woman emerges from his thigh. 
Now·1 however,· he is ·stretched out beside Albertine• his 'leg 
press~ng against hers. This tiroe,,instead of waking up 
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before the union is completed, the conscious Marcel is able 
to experience. sexual pleasur_e, but his partner 1 a asleep. 
It is on these occaoions that he enjoy3 himself the most for 
he is in complete control of an unconscious, unresisting 
body which he can endow with any qualities he chooses. He 
has joined himself to an in~nimate object and the pleasure 
that he experiences is in the knowledge that she is completely 
his. 
' ' , Continuant a entendre, a receuillir, 
d'instant en instant le murmure, apaisant 
comma une imperceptible brise, de sa pure 
halelne, ·c•etait toute une existence 
physiol~gique qui etait devant moi, a 
moi; (III, 73) 
It is only .her breath that distinguishes Albertine fttom a 
corpse and Marcel makes frequent mention of the sound or the 
feel of her breath. At one point he enjoys having. ~er 
breath pass into his own mouth in a common respiration. A 
sort of artificial respiration takes place; but who is being 
revived? If' she is bre.athing new life into. him, it is he 
who is about .t·o give birth to her• 
. ·. . . A , Quelquefqis on eut ~it que la mer devenait 
gross~, que la tempete se faisait sentir 
jusq.ue ~~ns la baie, et je me mettais contra 
elle'. a en tend re le gr>ondcmen t de son souff le 
qui ronf lai t • (III, 73) · · . 
In Freudian terms the sea represents woman. It is s1gn11"1cant 
that in this passage the sea has been made pregnant by the 
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storm for this is the link to the original dream, the 
C;X?eat1on of a new being without actual impregnation. It 
is as though, having been wrapped in the womb of sleep, 
Albertine comes into consciousness in a sort of rebirth in 
;which Marcel has been an active participant. When he feels 
her rising out of her sleep, the exhilaration and pleasure 
he experiences is similar to·that or a parent participating 
in the mystery of the birth of a child. 
Mais ce'plaisir de la voir dormir, et qui 
etait aussi doux que la sentir vivre, un 
autre y mettait fin, et gui 'tait celui de 
la vo1r s'eveille~. Il etait, a un degre 
plus profond et plu:! mysterieux.·le pJ.aiair 
rn~me qu' elle habit~t chez roo1 •••• Il:'..me:' 
1 1,tait plus Accore que, qtiand du fond du 
sommeil elle remontait lea dern1ers degr~a 
de 1'escalier des song~s, ce rGt dana ma 
ohambre qu'elle renaquit a la conscience et' 
~· la vie. • • • Dans oe premier moment 
d&licieux d'incertitude, 11 me semblait que 
je prenais ~ nouveau plus completement 
possession d'.ell~· •• (III, 74) 
MarceL.has fulfilled his dream wish during Albertine's sleep 
and b.as given to the reader proof of the latent homosexual 
tendencies which he· haa managed to repress in the conscious 
world but realize in the unconscious world. The obvious 
Freudtan aymboliem includes: his allusiona to two women en-
twined, "Maia comb1en 11 est plus ~trange qu'une femme soit 
... 
accolee, corume Rosita a Doodica, a une autre femme dont la 
beaut~ diff~rente fait induire un autre caract~re, ••• "; 
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the ~· s being made pragna.nt after. ho ho.n exporienocd oexual 
satiaf~ction; tho secret that she carries in her pocket· (heI' 
lettel;i$ .that she keeps in tho inside pocket or a kir11ono); 
and f~nally. her rebirth in his !:.2.2!!!• 
:~ 
.A:fter the.physical death~or nis grandmother, Marcel has 
remairied curiously unmoved. Unable to deal with so painful 
an experience in the conscious·state, he has simpl~ put her 
memory aside. :. The fact is that guilt· feelings are devouring 
him because of'.his indifference -towal'd her love for him. 
These guilt feelings that he has been able to put aside rise 
,.. ', . . 
to the surface in the unconscious state and he is forced to 
deal with the Di~ . ·--Freud declares that dreams may serve to aid 
..... 
. ~ .'·' ,' 
the 1nd1vid,ua1 in coping with a problem or dealing with a 
distux-bing .fe~ling. Marcelia memory of his grandmother is 
.. 
slipping away from him _and he has not yet resolved his anxiety 
:feelings toward her. "Catt aux troubles de la memoire sont 
,;. - JI'' ,, -. . ' . - . ·· .. '\ _ .. 
liees ~es 1nterm1ttences du coeur." 
~ , . ·, . . 
(II, 756) Freud ex-
plains his memory lapses as ". • • the aversion on the part 
' :'" , ;,, l.· . • ' .t ·• .. , r • • I " ·. i ~ >t , 
of the memory against recalling anything connected with 
' 
: " ' .. ' 
painful ,feelings that would revive the pain if 1 t were 
rec~iled.1'28~-··,:.His dream brings him face to face with the truth 
j_ ··-
about himself and provides him with the opportunity to bring 
her back to iire just long enough to fulfill his wish and rid 
•!'"\. . ' , : 
himself of his guilt~ 
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Q,pe night before falling asleep in the hotel at the 
beach which he and his grandmother used to visit, Marcel lies 
there thinking about her and her devotion to him. He is 
aware· that he has been unfeeling toward her memory. Now, on 
the verge of sleep he feels the need to recall the grief that 
will' make her memory ·come al1 ve for him. 
Ces douleurs, si cruelles qu•ellea fussent, 
je m'y attachais de toute mes forces, car je sentais bien qu 1 elles etaient l•effet du 
souvenir que j 1 avais de ma grand-m~re, la 
preuve que ce souvenir etait bien present 
en moi. (II, 759) · 
4:~ he lies there, he inflicts upon himself the painful. 
memories of the grief that he caused her. Finally. his eyes 
close ,,on the outside world and sleep overtakes hi~, _and he 
embarks on a strange journey. His sensory perceptions are 
active as he is aware.of the growing darkness and of the wind. 
He finds himself looking desperately tor his grandmother. 
He realizes even in sleep that her. existence has been dimin-
'\. . . ;; ' 
' 
ished .;;by death .to the point of. its being no more than a po.le 
,.,·:. , •. ·,. . : • ' II ', 
~~·~4 f1_A,.:. ~·~ . ~ ; I;._' . ,, . -~ 
memory. He'. is suddenly overwhelmed by the sensation that 
he cannot breathe and that his heart has beoome hard•.. ·.rhe 
i ', . . ' ' ~ ,: 
~nowledge that he has neglecte~ his grandmother in life 
forces him to admit his guilt•: He pictures her in a tinz, 
~). ': ' 
bare room, paralyzed and alone~ ~rantically he seeks to find 
.,._,_ .. 
her, to comfort her, but he.does not even know her address. 
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He is afraid that his absence from nPr has been so long that 
she·Will not recognize him •. The da~kness and the wind ·pre-
vent him from taking any steps forward. Suddenly, his 
father appears and he t1•1es to relieve Marcel' a mind about 
his grandmother. He declares that she is being provided for 
but. that she does occasionally ask about him. ·She is pleased 
;_ 
with .the information that he plans to write ·a book but wishes 
he woJfa vi~it ·her. His grief overwhelms him and sobbing, 
he· begs to be,taken to /her. His r'ather, however, refuses 
saying that it would. be better. that he not go. He says that 
he will provide Marcel with the: address and the directions . 
but hi.s going would do no good a.t all· and besides the guard 
probably would not let him enter. At this poin~ his father 
begins :to speak non-sensically and Marcel feels b~mself 
surfacing-from his dream. 
Whereas .the dream produces the impression· of strangeness, 
the experience is quite real to Marcel and provokes emotions 
that ·carry over into his consciousness, The raw material for 
the ·dream is provided by people from his real liftj and they 
are recognizable as "such. There is no distortion in that 
sense · .. and . the dream ,is recognized as being an anxiety type. 
Marcel's undisguised wish fulfillment is the search for .his 
grandmother. ,His conscious mind has rejected the pursuit of 
her memory an_d .she and her love, fade ·away• When be retut'ns 
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tot; the place where he experienced au ch a close and happy 
relattonshlp with his grandmother and is suddenly overwhelmed 
by heI!,_,m~mory' he forces himself to remember, and as he falls 
asleep, his: unconscious takes over from there. 
~ .... 
Thia p~rticular dream is not rich in Freudian symbolism. 
Father in the dream is father of the unconscious world, the 
domina,ting figure who knows all and makes all ·the decisions. 
·~ . ·~ . 
The world of _sleep represents the world of cleath but the 
t~:," 
symbols use-~ are basically mythological. As he sinks into 
s.leep :Marcel describes the world he is entering and his 
\: 
referEince to the black waves of the river Lethe in the sub-i 
. t' 
~;, . 
terra11ean city leaves no doubt that he ls pursuing his 
grandnfother -into death itself. The winds or too world of 
spirits and; the darkness of the world of shades adds to the 
ghostly, shadowy quality of the underworld, His grandmother's 
room which is 1so small 1s probably her shrunken cadavre • 
.__..... .' '• 
, > 
. . . 
She -is· par'aly.zed but she does not want to get UP• Her needs 
are atJ~ende'd to by a paid guard .{perhaps a cemetery-keeper, 
or mythologi~~lly, Pluto) but ,she is, al one and Father fee ls 
that it is ba~t that way, for_ a; visit to her only ca4 sea 
. ~ ' 
her to think.and thinking .causes pain, And the book that 
she'.s happy .to. hear about? This would reinforce the idea or 
the woman as his mental creation, the book • 
. -. 
By re-experiencing the end of his grandmother's life 
again, he is ·able to properly react to 1 t· with the devastating 
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feelings of grief and guilt that had been absent at the time 
or her actual death. It is the dream, then, that enlarges 
the meaning·or death for Marcel and prqvides him with a com-
pa:ssionate understanding of the grief or his mother. 
Oh peut dire que la mort n 1 est pas inutile, 
que le mort continue a agir sur nous. Il 
a~it m~me plus qu 1 un vivant parce que, la 
veritable ztealite n'etant degagee que par 
l'esprit, etant l'objet d 1 une op6ration 
spirituelle, nous tie conna1ssons vraiment 
"' ,,, que ce que nous sommes obliees de recreer 
par la pens.ea, ce que.noua cache la vie de 
tous les jours ••• (II, 770) 
His dream 11·as relieved his guilt feelings and his wish to 
~nderstand and appreciate the meaning of his grandmother's 
death .fn.~s been fulfilled. 
~· .. 
O..ne:other dream that is interesting to examine from a 
1~::k.·,-:-:-..:;. 
Fr~urU~n point of view is the one that Swann experiences as 
he apf>;~oaoh~s a break in his affair with Odette. The dream 
is ridh in ~r~udian symbols, .reveals the B uppreased wish of 
Swann' s' unconscious mind, and contains many of the charaoter-
1stics' common to Freudian dreams• This dream provides 
examples of. condensation, displacement, and transformation. 
' 
, \' ~-- ' .-:· ' 
There ;,is e.v~n mention of the process .. of, Free Association 
-~ .. l : 
when Swann tI"fes ~o interpret ,the dream himself, while he is 
still asleep~ 
' _. -~ .. : 
do.'f.~. d' images incomp'l!;tea ~t changeants, 
Swann endormi tirait; des deductions faussea, 
ayant d 1 ailleurs momentarrement un tel 
" . / pouvoir createur qu'il ae reprodu1sa1t 
par,simple division comme certains organismcs 
inferieurs; aveo la chaleur sentie de sa 
~ropre paume 11 modelait le oreux d'une main 
etrangere qu'il croyait serrer, et de senti-
ments et d'iropressions dont ll n 1 ava1t pas 
con~oience encore faiaait nait~e comme des 
,, , i"'l-
peripst1es qui, par leur enohaincment logique, 
am~neraient ~ point nomrn~ dans le sommeil 
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de Swann le personnage n6cessaire pour 
recevoir son amour OU provoque:r son reveil. (I, 380} 
r~ the dre&~ 'there is a group of people strolling along a 
·,. 
.i;_ 'v 
constaP:tly rising ~ f'allinr~ c11rr-·nea1" the ~· Swann is 
. f~. 
able ~p feel. the icy se'B. spray from time to time but he is 
~~;,,, .. 
unablt{.,.to wtpe, it away. He is embarrassed at having his 
nightg"own on but he hopes that the dal:'kness will conceal this 
i' 
fact. r As Mme. Verdurin stares at him, her nose becomes 
. " '; . ·~ 
hideously long and she sprouts ~ mustache. Suddenly Odette 
" . 
looks 'at her ~atch and announces that she has to leave. 
Swann 'is stunned and filled with 'hate, but he smilingly re-
sponda,: to MmE!'•, Verdurin' s question and. continues to climb 
" (monte~) with;~her 1~ the opposite direction (™ inverse) 
; " ':·~ ·: ' ' . 
from Odette, ~who is descending •. He notices that at the end 
ot one second several hours have passed since her departure 
< . '.' • • .;' 
from the group·. Someone in the group announces that 
- .:.··\ 
Napol'eon fil,'. :'a member of the party• disappeared shortly after 
:·. 
Odette and tha:t 1 t was understood between them that they were 
t ' ~ 
~ ;~ t ' 
to meet (se rejoindre) at the bottom of the coast. A young 
____.. ....-. ' . " ' 
man in a fez, who is a stranger to the group, begins to weep 
-, 
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and Swann tries to console him. He removes his fez in order 
--
for.him to be more comfortable and explains that Odette was 
right to go with the man, that he had advised her to do so 
ten times, and that he was a man who could understand her. 
At thia point Swann begins to interpret the dream while 
he is still el~eping. He identifies the young f!tllD as him-
·.:i ,,,,, '~-· ., 
self. This division. of his personality enables him to both 
participate in and observe himself in the dream.. He declares 
that Napoleon III is Forchev1lle because of "some vague 
·association of ideas", .a '*certain modification of h1s 
• physionomy", and the X-shaped ~ of the· uniform of the 
·Legion ·of Honor~ Here, Proust remarks that t'he sleeping 
;(·.'. 
Swann draws some false conclusions a.bout the images he sees 
. . . 
~, ' . 
,~,::;.. . ·' . . , . 
in his dream because the sleeping mind has such creative 
power th~t it incorporates any image necessary to fill the 
need of the .dreamer. · 
«· 
Abruptly the setting or the dream changes. Twilight has 
.!c~ .. ;- • .. 
becoroe1·'·blaok night and Swann is alorje. An alarm sounds and 
people come running past h1mp flAe1ng from their burning 
houses. ·Swann hears the sound of the pounding waves and feels 
·.his heart beating within him with the same violence. Sud-
' denly, he feels grief' and inexplicable nausea. A peasant 
covered with bu~ns runs by him advising him to ask Cbarlus 
·where Odette went with her .friend to spend the evening for 
she tells him everything. The peasant furth.er declares 
that it is they ~ started :!!.!!~ ~· 
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·It is difficult for the logia of the conscious mind ~ 
unravel the dream-work. Some things that become apparent 
to Swann in,'. his sleep are quite accurate. The young ma.n 
" weeping over Odette's departure ls Swann who is at the same 
ti'.llo. deala~'tng that he told her to go. This duality of 
oharao'.ter permits Swann to indulge in his ambivalent feelings 
W1lis:J>,,1."~· '"J' • • 
~\ .. ;···-
t'oward Odette i He is filled with hatred for her and yet the 
though,,t of .'losing her causes him grief. Napoleon III 
~~i'.~· ,. '·, ~·~, . ' 
represents masculinity whether it is Forcheville or not. 
Further inte.r~retation will be'· based on Freudian. symbolism. 
" The ,olltf' with many curves, .the landscape, and the sea 
, ' ' 
a.Nl,_all.repre~ientatlve of a female• The icy sea touches 
_, . ~ 
< ' .. . 
Swann .who appilrently wants to get rid of it but cannot·.· .. 
::. '--: \ ' '" .. -.·. 
Freud ;,sees ,:,1n:·,the nightshirt reinale attributes but there is 
somethtng-.s.tzt,~ngely reminiace~t aboat .a man in a nightshirt 
,,. -· 
telling a wo~an to go .to another illant s bed• What is the 
-~ , . I· • 
relati'onship '~etween Swann' a t.elling Odette to go wibh · 
Forohe'.ville·' kflis rival, and Marcel' a father (a strongly mas- .. · 
.. ·., '.:; 
culine.•·f1gure); telling his mother to go to Marcel's room .for 
the night?"· sJann; himself; is ashamed of appearing in this 
attire; .Mme 9 .verdur1n' s "hideously" long nose and hairy 
moustache obviously represent the male genitals, but why 
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would a woman assµme masculine. attributes unless Proust is 
{·' 
hintitig-.. ~trongly that such metamorphoses are not impossible. 
A nig~~ehirt hlad Swann climbing a hill with a male-woman 




"inversion" which translates "pel'.'version" is used 
if'p·;.'-;,·~,·.-,.·· ,.~ ... ··•': . 
to def(<;.r.ibe.'. the opposite, or ·normal ~o.ute that Odette is 
taking;. Her action of descending also refers to the sexual 
act. }~he name Napoleon normally brings to mind a masculine, 
. ~' . 
dominaht figure. The addition of the number Ttu-ee after it 
makes 1 t clea~ that this 1ndiv.1dual who 1 s to join Odette is 
., . 
detini·tely '9- masculine one. When. Swann plays the double 
ttole of hi~sel,:r and the young 'ri1an, Freudian symbolism a·dds . 
,· ./ . 
yet another'>i~_terpretation • 
. ,. 
On the first level there~ is 
Swann t:he, p~~f~1oipant in a dre'~tn and Swann watching him_self' • 
. '. -.. :_ .r.:\:·.~.:;:,:~.- '.·. 
On the. second; level there is. sk~nn .being allowed to 
'; '~ . \:> . . . . 
experience '. 
, ,; . 
' ' 
both ot h1•sr/{ittitudes toward Odette at the same time.·'..~ O~ 
the Fr~;hd:i~~t·:f~vel there ls the poss! bi li ty of Swann/com~ ·. 
r.-: 
. .~:~·.;4. '..·: .: . . 
torting a YO\ltig man as a woman would. comfort a child or love?t. 
,,·_ 
On thef>othet- hand Swann could be the masculine f igu:re and the 
~1-,,':,'" , . . ., . . 
loung Jnari the tender female in distress. In any event Swann · 
remove1t the young man' 8 hat which would indicate a de.mascula-
·.·· ·,, ting pttocess.·' Thia division of personality allows Swann to. 
indulge in-two opposite roles at once, no matter how interptteted, 
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Forcheville or Napoleon is wearing a uni.form which 
Freud says :r-epresents nakedness. This would heighten the 
sexual,:,f.ty of. his "rendez-vous": with Odette. At this point 
an outside 's.timulus (Swann' s valet. ringing) penetrates the 
: : . . ' ~·· ··: 
dream 1.n th(! form of' the fire .alarm. The house that is on 
fire is a person consumed with passion. Everywhere there 
.. 
are ~e~ple runping from "burning houses" lest they, top, be 
·t;,~~·.-·. 
consumed. His heart pounding as violently as .the sea, 
Swann :receives a warning which should warn the reader as 
well. It is Charlus and Odette who have set t!">A fire. 
Swann makes no further attempt to interpret his dream, 
but the reader has learned a great deal about his indecisive-
ness and the weakness or his character. Later that ~orning 
when he thinks about the dream he wonders how he could 
possi'Ql.y..have wasted so much time on.,someone like Odette. 
Then he marries her. 
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ConcluslO"n' 
~~oust was searching for absolutes, for a transcendent 
reality. His ·search led bim to a study or the world within 
' 
himself, the world or his mind. He ~realized that the ob-
jects ;t,ha~ he perceived in the physical world weI'e, m~:e~y 
. f.t·, 
"cases~ which were subject to :~he ravages or Time. He also 
:.-., ... , . '· ,;, " '··, '', 
rea11i;«ithat. these "cas~s" cori.~ained the Essence ox- the 
·~t· ' 
-~· 
transc'ehdent r:eality of the object i~sel.f i In other words, 
!),.·"'' \ '. .• -,:·; ' •· .• .,.• ,'. pnysi~l· c>.bj~~:ts are symbols ot" the Idea which ex1st;Lonly 
. •, r \'.,· .. ,.;: 
'f{~";.:<1!.•.~-~ ' .. t.), ::·j).~ .. :·\' 
in th8' .mind~··. ln the unconsciou,s mincf Time is meaningles:s 
·.·4; :.,f ··,.'. ·,:; < I , :;·, 
for memorie·'s·:·.and dreams can br'ing. the past into the present~ 
comple;te: J1li~:~11 tb.e. sensatio~~!{~t accompanied it~< Tb.e. • 
creative po~~.~1 of the Uncons'ctlius~ irf unlimited. Prou1~t::: 
created a w~~~ or art. a booi<J~¥ .• ~~cb. be carefully :~:: ljack 
.I Ur , , •. • • ,.·.-:,, ~<-. .J~~:-~Y~/r~-:\~\~(:.'1 , . 
into "oases''~,.·all the Ideas 'tie bad~ extracted and retained in 
~-:~_(:,:~~:- ·?.:'~,~)~/f~· . -. . - --?.<'~· ,.:::· .· ·:< 
his meJDory:.:.;~'.:'~:~t. 1.n so doing, p~: disguised them. 
- ' . ;-,·~ ~:.::·.1f'4.~~J(. :-. . ;,~·-::. _- .. ~ . ., . 
Freud,14,~U also· searching ;f:o.~ the idea behind the>symbol • 
. .. _.· .. 
Re round that'.'the Unconscious 'tn1nd is filled w1th all the 
• '• • l - ~:- ' 
. ' 
1mp:re ss ions ft~ has accumulated' over·:the years• Even though · 
' ~~ . . 
: ·:..; ' . 
. the o onsoious)nind would do away with some or them; ~hey re-
~· ,: : •· 
main there a~d emerge during sl.eep in the form of dreams. 
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The dream is made up or symbols which represent impressions 
or latent thoughts. The original thought or idea that.·. 
provoked the symbol can be uncovered if that symbol is 
correctly interpreted. 
·' ' 
Both men were looking for something that hid in a 
symbol. Both men found that the unconscious mind was the 
place to find the abstract idea that was enclosed in the 
><, \,;>L 
1 symbo~. Freud. sought the original stimulus (impression) 
which produced the symbol or the dream. Proust sought to 
' ' 
·create a dream world and to fill it with symbols which 
:1'.' 
would evoke in someone else his own original sensations and 
impressions. It is impossible to dismiss the usefulness of 
; f •• 
:·, .. 
Freud's work.Jn tho interpretation of "Proust's. 
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